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INSTRUCTIONAL AID

ACCESS

The Roaring Twenties
The return to normalcy ushered in an exciting new
era, including the start of the automobile culture,
flappers and the revolution in manners and morals.
The consumer revolution, the rise of advertising
and motion pictures, the Harlem Renaissance, the
Jazz Age and the golden age of sports were all
glamorous new aspects of American life.
Meanwhile, social polarization, prohibition, the
Scopes Trial and the rebirth of the KKK
represented the more sober social realities. Part of
the United States History Video Collection, a
comprehensive series that supplements textbooks
for the entire American history curriculum.
Schlessinger Media, 1996. 1 videocassette 35 min

VT 973 ROA
Safari Montage
http://econtent.bucksiu.org/SAF
ARI/montage/login.php?fromlog
outlink=true&login

History of the 20th Century 1920-1929 (Volume
III).
Prohibition dries out America -- Al Capone turns
Chicago into a blood bath -- Sacco & Vanzetti
executions stir up controversy -- Age of "The
Flapper" is here -- Lindbergh crosses the Atlantic
solo -- Black Thursday-the stock market crashes.
VHS. ABC Video Enterprises, Inc., 1980. 60 min.

VT 940.5 HIS

The 20th Century
Brings the 20th century back to life through
narration, rare photographs and stunning footage.
Bonus newsreels. 1920s : a decade of
contradictions -- side 1A. 2 videodiscs (ca. 755
min.)

The Roaring Twenties
(Just the Facts: The Emergence of Modern
America: The Roaring Twenties)
Explores the enormous social and cultural changes
that took place in the United States during the
1920s. Goldhil Home Media Just the facts
learning series Grade(s) : 6-8, 9-12
© 2003
Goldhil
This video contains 14 segments
1 videocassette 30 min. (32:09)
.
The 1920s: Beyond the Glitter (27:15)
Reveals the many transitions within American
society during the aftermath of World War I. This
program addresses the changing status of several
American working demographics, including African
Americans, women, immigrants, farmers and
agricultural laborers, white- and blue-collar
workers, businessmen, and the emerging American
consumer. The program also discusses
antagonistic responses to these changes, focusing
on the rise of white supremacist groups like the Ku
Klux Klan. The program turns to 1920s political life,
surveying the administrations of the era’s three
Republican presidents, Warren G. Harding, Calvin
Coolidge, and Herbert Hoover. Tracking the many
societal shifts of the period, this informative feature
uncovers the realities behind the flashy
extravagance that characterized the "Roaring
Twenties." Grade(s) : 9-12
© 2004
Intelecom
This video contains 8 segments
History in Focus: 1920-1929 (28:04)
"History in Focus" examines the formative events of
a decade in the 20th century using many forms of
media: archival photographs and moving images,

DVD 909.821 TWE
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radio and television broadcasts, print, and
newsreels. History comes alive as figures from the
worlds of politics, entertainment, sports, science,
and technology come to life.
“The Great War” was over and prosperity was on
the horizon. President Harding promised, “a return
to normalcy." Americans went to work and the
economy boomed. Citizens sought their fortunes in
the stock market. Americans bought more cars
than ever. This program takes viewers on a ride
down the newly paved roads of the 1920s. Viewers
learn how big industry sparked the economy and
big spending nearly destroyed it near the close of
the decade. Grade(s) : 6-8 © 1998
United
Learning
This video contains 6 segments
1929 Breadline
Series People's century 1900-1999
1920s found Americans enjoying the fruits of a new
prosperity as the country surged ahead in a postwar boom. Then, in 1929, the unthinkable
happened: the New York Stock Exchange crashed.
From Europe and the United States to Latin
America and Asia. VHS. PBS, 1999. 60 min.
The business of America and the
consumer economy

Business and industrial growth, part 1 : From boom
to bust.
Examines the first three decades of the 20th
Century -- the heyday of American big business,
when industrialization, easy consumer financing,
and a bullish stock market produced a high
standard of living -- until the Great Depression.
Films for the Humanities and Sciences, 2000. 1
videocassette 29 min
1924 On the line
(People's century 1900-1999)When Henry Ford's
Model T rolls onto the scene in 1908, it is
inconceivable that it will ever be anything more
than a plaything for the very wealthy. But mass
production and, later, Ford's moving assembly
line, allowed manufacturers to produce goods at
affordable prices that made them accessible to a
new mass market. VHS. WGBH Boston, 1997.
videocassette 60 min.
American Diary, The: The Best of Times (19201924) (23:59)
This program illustrates the period of rapid
economic growth blossoming in the U.S. during the
early 1920s. Assembly lines turn out manufactured
goods at an increasingly rapid rate. Warren
Harding is elected president, with Calvin Coolidge
as his vice president. Two major scandals arise
during their term of office -- Veterans
Administration funds are misappropriated, and
shady dealings in the oil industry are uncovered in
the Tea Pot Dome Scandal. Harding himself
remains popular. He embraces isolationism,
advocating tariff restrictiOns and immigration limits,
and dies suddenly in office in 1923. the public takes
"the movies" and their stars to heart -- Chaplin,
Pickford, Valentino, and the KeystOne Cops are
household names. Vibrant support for American
History units On the political, economic and cultural
events of the 1920s, including mass media's role in
diffusion of popular culture, and issues of ethical
behavior in politics. Grade(s) : 6-8
classic ©
1984
Aims Multimedia
This video contains 8
segments
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Republican politics: Harding,
Coolidge, Hoover

Study Prints: The Teapot Dome Scandal

SP 345.73 TEA

National Politics: Harding, Coolidge, Hoover and Al
Smith (28:13)
This series of 16 interactive video programs
teaches junior high and high school students basic
facts about U.S. and world leaders of the first half
of the 20th Century. The presidential campaign and
1921 inauguration of Warren G. Harding, his term
in office which was marred by corruption and the
Teapot Dome scandal and ended early with his
death in 1923; the crusade of suffragettes for
women's right to vote, leading to ratification of the
19th Amendment in 1920; reticent Vice President
Calvin Coolidge's presidency after the death of
Harding; Herbert Hoover's relief efforts during
World War I and presidency at the start of the
Great Depression; "The Happy Warrior" Al Smith,
his humble beginnings and unsuccessful bid for the
presidency in 1928. Grade(s) : 6-8 © 1996
Aims Multimedia This video contains 14 segments

Discovery Streaming
http://streaming.discoveryeducat
ion.com/student_index.cfm

Three Republican Presidents (06:20) (Segment in
Beyond the Glitter)
The Democratic party was divided between urban
and rural interests during the 1920s. The
Republican presidents in the 1920s, Harding,
Coolidge, and Hoover, shared political ideology.
Scandals such as the Teapot Dome scandal
dominated national attention. Grade(s) : 9-12 ©
2004 Intelecom
The Twenties (A walk through the 20th century with
Bill Moyers) Harding, Warren G.--1865-1923,Hoover, Herbert Clark--1874-1964. Depression
(1929). Prohibition. Trade unions. VHS. Publisher
Corporation for Entertainment and Learning, 1984.
PBS. 1 videocassette (55 min.)
The Roaring Twenties Best known for its flappers,
gangsters, and jazz, the Roaring Twenties was also
an era of social tensions and political change. This
program is a time capsule of a boisterous era that
began with a surge of hope and ended on the
verge of the Great Depression. Topics include the
presidencies of Warren G. Harding and Calvin
Coolidge, the post-World War I “return to
normalcy,” the economic boom and the affordable
Model T, the Red Scare, Garveyism, the Scopes
trial, Prohibition, and the unique pop culture of the
decade. Films for the Humanities DVD 31 min

The culture of Modernism:
science, the arts, and
entertainment
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Progress: Politics, Technology, and Science
After valiant service by women both in the battle
zone and on the homefront during World War I,
Suffragist demands for equal rights could not be
ignored. The right to vote, access to higher
education, acceptance into business, and laborsaving devices at home all contributed to the
enfranchisement of women in the Western world. A
renewed zest for life also accompanied the war’s
end. Technological advances helped put the "roar"
in the Roaring Twenties while science did much to
improve the quality of life. This program documents
the women’s movement and discusses the
century’s pioneering innovations. (46 minutes,
b&w)

Discovery Streaming
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Movies of the 1920's.
MPI Home Video 1998. 1 videocassette 50 min

Flappers : the birth of the 20th-century women.
This program chronicles the emergence of the
modern woman in the aftermath of World War I.
Women--History--1920-1929. Social life and
customs--1920-1929.
VHS.Films for the Humanities & Sciences, 2001.
(53min.)
Broadway: The American Musical: Syncopated City
(1919-1933): Part Two (29:13)
With the advent of Prohibition and the Jazz Age,
America convulsed with energy and change, and
nowhere was the riotous mix of classes and
cultures more dramatically on display than
Broadway. While brash American women flapped
their way to newfound freedoms, heroines of
Broadway like Marilyn Miller became a testament to
pluck and luck. It was the age of "Whoopee" and
the "Charleston," "Runnin' Wild" and the "George
White Scandals." In 1921, a jazz show like no other
arrived: "Shuffle Along," which featured a rich,
rousing score by Noble Sissle and Eubie Blake,
reopening Broadway's doors to black artists.
Unique talents like the Marx Brothers and Al
Jolson, a Jewish immigrant and Prohibition's
biggest star rocketed to stardom. The Gershwin
brothers, the minstrels of the Jazz Age, brought a
"Fascinating Rhythm" to an entire nation.
Innovative songwriting teams like Richard Rodgers
and Lorenz Hart ignited a new age of bright
melodies and clever lyrics with the massive hit
"Manhattan." But as the Roaring Twenties came to
a close, Broadway's Jazz Age suffered the one-two
punch of the "talking picture" and the stock market
crash, triggering a massive talent exodus to
Hollywood and putting an end to Broadway's
feverish expansion. Grade(s) : 9-12 © 2004
PBS This video contains 10 segments
Jazz: The Gift (1917-1924): Part One (48:55)
Ken Burns' jazz series paints an astounding portrait
of our nation and its improvisational core of music.
This series covers the period from the 1890s
through the ferment of the Harlem Renaissance
and the Jazz Age, to the Great Depression, New
Deal, Second World War, and beyond. The second
episode is set during the tumultuous era known as
the "Jazz Age," when the rhythms and spirit of jazz
music mirror the world that emerged in the wake of
World War I. The program introduces two
extraordinary individuals whose lives will be
interwoven throughout the rest of the series: the
brilliant bandleader and composer Duke Ellington
and the virtuoso New Orleans-born cornetist Louis
Armstrong, who single-handedly transforms jazz
from ensemble music to a soloist's art. This
episode follows black bandleader and WWI hero
James Reese Europe and his Harlem regiment to
the war in France and back home again. In the
l920s, jazz enters American living rooms through
radio and phonograph records. The migration of
millions of African Americans from the South to the
North helps create a receptive audience for the
new music -- especially evident on the south side of
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Chicago. White musicians, entranced by the
recordings and the music they hear in Chicago's
night clubs, begin to make their mark on jazz. Note:
Preview this video before showing it to students.
Segments may include racially, sexually, or
politically sensitive topics or language; violence;
nudity; profanity; or drug use.Grade(s) : 9-12, Adult
© 2000
PBS
This video contains 16
segments

Jazz: Our Language (1920-1928): Part Two
(58:00)
Ken Burns' jazz series paints an astounding portrait
of our nation and its improvisational core of music.
This series covers the period from the 1890s
through the ferment of the Harlem Renaissance
and the Jazz Age, to the Great Depression, New
Deal, Second World War, and beyond. In this
episode, Louis Armstrong arrives in New York from
Chicago where, during a brief stay with the Fletcher
Henderson band, he amazes his fellow musicians
and teaches the city to swing. A blues craze,
spearheaded by Bessie Smith, takes the nation by
storm. Cornetist Bix Beiderbecke, the first great
white jazz artist, eventually plays for bandleader
Paul Whiteman, whose blending of classical and
jazz traditions comes to epitomize jazz for many
Americans. This episode also traces the childhood
of Benny Goodman, whose musicianship catapults
him out of the slums of Chicago; and Goodman's
eventual rival, clarinetist Artie Shaw, who also
escapes ghetto life though jazz. Clarinetist Sidney
Bechet takes his fiery music to Europe, and singer
Ethel Waters brings a new kind of artistry to
American popular song. Jelly Roll Morton advances
the art of jazz composition, and Duke Ellington
begins his incomparable career as the pre-eminent
composer in jazz history. The episode ends with
Louis Armstrong's teaming with pianist Earl Hines
in 1928 to make a series of pivotal recordings that
culminate in the masterpiece "West End Blues."
Note:<\b> Preview this video before showing it to
students. Segments may include racially, sexually,
or politically sensitive topics or language; violence;
nudity; profanity; or drug use. Grade(s) : 9-12, Adult
© 2000
PBS
This video contains 18
segments

Discovery Streaming
http://streaming.discoveryeducat
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See Progress: Politics, Technology, and Science
Responses to Modernism:
religious fundamentalism,
nativism, and Prohibition

The ongoing struggle for equality:
African Americans and women

DVD available FfH $89.95
The Roaring Twenties
Series The Prohibition Era
This program reveals how as the 1920's dawned
and temperance leaders celebrated the birth of an
alcohol-free nation, other Americans found ways to
circumvent Prohibition. Speakeasies flourished,
breaking the law became glamorous, bootleggers
became millionaires, and rum-running became
national heroes. A & E Home Video, 1997. 1
videocassette 50 min

The Dry Crusade
This program examines the forces that drove
America's temperance movement, leading to the
ratification of the 1st Amendment to the U.S.
Constitution, which made it illegal to manufacture,
transport or sell alcohol anywhere in the United

VT 363.4 ROA
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States. A & E Home Video, 1995. 1 videocassette
50 min
The Road to Repeal
Series The Prohibition Era
The story of how organized crime flourished during
the prohibition era. Gangster Al Capone is an ironic
symbol of the Prohibition era, seen by some as a
glamorous Robin Hood bringing liquor to a thirsty
public. Capone’s bloody and vicious consolidation
of power, Chicago gangland wars and the rise of
the Mafia eventually led to the repeal of the 18th
Amendment. A & E Home Video, 1995. 1
videocassette 50 min
Against the odds: The artists of the Harlem
Renaissance. Harlem in the 1920s and 1930s was
the scene of a passionate outburst of creativity by
African-American visual artists. This documentary
tells how black artists trimphed over the prejudice
and segregation that kept their work out of
mainstream galleries and exhibitions, and recalls
the vibrancy of Harlem in the roaring twenties.
You'll view over 130 paintings, prints, photographs
and sculptures, along with rare archival footage of
artists at work. VHS. PBS Home Video, 1998. (60
min.)

VT 363.4 PRO

VT 709.2 AGA
Discovery Streaming
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VT 973.91 CEN
The Century: America's time. Boom to bust
This program, reflecting on the aftermath of World
War I, investigates why the issue of women's rights
became so controversial and what that said about
America's sense of self. VHS.: Films for the
Humanities, 1999. (46 min.)
American History: From the Great War to the Great
Depression (56:00)
Explore America's involvement in World War I and
the hardships of life in the trenches. Discover how
the war's aftermath contributed to the Roaring
Twenties. See how shifting attitudes transformed
American music and led to the birth of jazz. And
examine how temperance laws gave way to
criminals during Prohibition.
Grade(s) : 9-12
2005 Discovery Channel
School This video contains 12 segments
The American Diary: Power and Prejudice (19261928) (24:08)
As part of the American Diary series, this video
examines the people, events, progress and social
injustice of the late 1920s, using archival footage
and other primary source material.
Grade(s) : 6-8
classic
© 1984
Aims
Multimedia
This video contains 13 segments
The Great Depression and the
New Deal

Great Depression & The New Deal, The
Format: WMV Running Time: 32 min 9 sec
Grades: 5 to 12 Schessinger
This program explores the causes of the Great
Depression and the impact of the stock market
crash as hard times fell on America
The 20th Century
Brings the 20th century back to life through
narration, rare photographs, and stunning footing.
Double-sided dvds (rare newsreels) Side 1B: The
1930s: the Great Depression. MPI Home Video,
2000. 2 videodisc 12 hrs. 45 min.
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Great Depression (30:44)
Offers an engaging and exhaustive overview of the
great depression. The program discusses the
factors leading up to the great depression,
including the stock market crash, the social climate
of the 1920s, and the end of World War One, and
examines the significant events of the great
depression. From Herbert Hoover and the LaissezFaire Act to Franklin D. Roosevelt and the New
Deal, the presentation analyzes other key events of
the era, and covers the passing of the Emergency
Bank Act, and the Social Security Act, and the
National Labor Relations Act. The program offers
twenty multiple-choice quiz questions focusing on
the Federal Reserve, the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation (FDIC), the Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC), the Civilian
Conservation Corps (CCC), and the Farm Security
Administration.Grade(s) : 6-8, 9-12 2001
Teacher's Video This video contains 5 segments

Discovery Streaming
http://streaming.discoveryeducat
ion.com/student_index.cfm

The Great Depression: Boom and Bust in America
(36:04)
Details the events leading up to and during the
nation's unprecedented economic depression using
stirring still-image and video footage. Capturing
images of the Dust Bowl and drought in Oklahoma,
the program looks at how World War One and the
Treaty of Versailles and Dawes Act caused initial
cracks in the American economy, cracks ignored
during the era of bootlegging and flappers. The
presentation documents Black Tuesday and the
stock market crash, the catastrophic events that
began the depression, and discusses how
Americans lived and worked during the era--from
migrant farm work in California to homes in
Hoovervilles--and how Franklin D. Roosevelt,
Herbert Hoover, and New Deal legislation altered
conditions. The program wraps up with an analysis
of World War Two, noting how Adolf Hitler, Pearl
Harbor, and events in Europe turned the tide on
this earlytwentieth century crisisGrade(s) : 6-8, 912
© 2004
Classroom Media
This
video contains 12 segments

Discovery Streaming
http://streaming.discoveryeducat
ion.com/student_index.cfm

Just the Facts: The Emergence of Modern
America: The Great Depression (33:42)
See the desperation of the American people as the
U.S. economy collapsed and Roosevelt struggled
to elevate citizens, spirits and bank accounts.
Grade(s) : 6-8, 9-12
© 2003 Goldhil This
video contains 14 segments
Freedom: A History of US: Depression and War
(26:28)
In "depression and War," Black Thursday and the
stock market crash send America into the great
depression, and FDR builds a New Deal.
Overseas, Adolf Hitler takes power and invades
Poland. Pearl Harbor pushes America into World
War II. Grade(s) : 9-12
© 2002
PBS
This video contains 8 segments
American History: America's Economy: Sorrow and
Hope (56:00)
Explore the causes and effects of the great
depression. Travel alongside the Joads for a look

VT 973.91 GRE
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at the difficult journey made by thousands of
families during the Dust Bowl; and meet men and
women across the United States who weathered
the economic hard times and realized the American
Dream.Grade(s) : 9-12 © 2005
Discovery
Channel School
This video contains 14
segments
An American Legacy: Rising Up: New Deals & New
Allies (27:26)
Profiles the new deal legislation made by Franklin
D. Roosevelt during the Great Depression. The
program provides in-depth coverage of the
programs created during Roosevelt’s first one
hundred days, including the Civilian Conservation
Corps, the Emergency Farm Mortgage Act, the
Agricultural Adjustment Act, the Tennessee Valley
Authority, and the Home Owners’ Corps. Following
these programs, Roosevelt created a series of
more public works programs called the Second
new deal, which included such programs as the
National Labor Relations Act, also called the
Wagner Act; the Social Security Act; and the Works
Progress Administration. The presentation focuses
on the troubles in Europe during the 1940s,
covering the influence of dictators in Italy and
Germany and the war between Japan and China,
and the how America entered World War Two
through the bombing of Pearl Harbor.Grade(s) : 68, 9-12
© 2003
Teacher's Video
This
video contains 7 segments

Discovery Streaming
http://streaming.discoveryeducat
ion.com/student_index.cfm

Hard Times (27:15)
Considers the devastating effects of the 1929 stock
market crash on American economics, culture, and
politics, beginning with the fateful events of “Black
Tuesday.” Touching on early attempts at economic
and agricultural reform, the program illustrates the
adversities that plagued American farmers,
especially in Oklahoma’s Dust Bowl. A new look at
how the Depression impacted African American,
Asian American, and Mexican American
communities reveals the extreme discrimination
and poverty faced by marginalized groups in a
climate of intense hostility toward minorities.
Herbert Hoover’s failed administration is profiled,
as well as his crushing defeat by Franklin
Roosevelt in the election of 1932. Historians and
authors comment on Roosevelt’s first days in office
and the aura of optimism that preceded the new
deal reforms.Grade(s) : 6-8, 9-12
© 2004
Intelecom
This video contains 6 segments

Discovery Streaming
http://streaming.discoveryeducat
ion.com/student_index.cfm

Depression PowerPoint

WPA PowerPoint
Causes of the Great Depression

See Above Business and industrial growth, part 1:
From boom to bust.
The Great Depression. (above)
Series Just the facts
Examines the many factors that led to the Great
Depression, Herbert Hoover's attempts to counter
America's economic woes, the election of 1932,

S:\Social Studies
PowerPoints\Tenth Grade
American History/depressiom

S:\Social Studies
PowerPoints\Tenth Grade
American History/WPA
VT 338.6 BUS
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and the various measures initiated during the New
Deal. VHS. Goldhil Video, 2003. videocassette 30
min

The Hoover administration's
response

Road to Rock Bottom
The Great depression.
Through its examination of America's rural
economy, this episode recalls the overwhelmed
efforts of the Red Cross to provide private charity to
starving Americans amidst Herbert Hoover's
steadfast refusal to offer government aid to those in
need. The burgeoning spirit of rebellion-exemplified by rising crime and the glamorization of
Charles "Pretty Boy" Floyd, as well as the Bonus
Army's march on Washington--is another prominent
theme explored along "the road to rock bottom".
PBS Video, 1993. Videocassette (60 min)

The Great Depression and the New Deal
United States History origins to World World II ;
v.18 Causes of the Great Depression, The Stock
Market Crash, The New Deal, The Dust Bowl,
Wagner Labor Act, The Second New Deal, The
birth of the modern welfare states. Schlessinger
Media, 1996. videocassette 35 min

Franklin Delano Roosevelt and
the New Deal

Labor and union recognition

VT 973.91 ROA

VT 973 GRE
Safari Montage
http://econtent.bucksiu.org/SAF
ARI/montage/login.php?fromlog
outlink=true&login

History of the 20th Century 1930-1939.
Series History of the 20th Century v.IV
Using newsreels, documentary films and still
photographs, this video documents the major
events of the 20th century.
History--1933-1945. Soup and bread lines -Prohibition ends-bring on the beer! -- Roosevelt
strikes up "A New Deal" -- The demonic Fuhrer
hypnotizes Germany -- Nazis wage a devastating
Blitzkrieg in Europe -- Jesse Owens embarrasses
Hitler at the 1936 Olympics.ABC Video Enterprises,
1980. (60 min.)

DVD 940.2 HIS

FDR: A Presidency Revealed
Featuring never-before-seen home movies, rare
audio recordings, and interviews with FDR's
grandson Curtis Roosevelt, the nation's leading
academics, and Pulitzer Prize-winning authors,
FDR: A PRESIDENCY REVEALED reveals the full
story of FDR's remarkable 4-term presidency.
2 DVD(s) / 200+ Minutes

DVD 973.917 FDR

Mean Things Happening
Series The Great Depression. volume 5.
In the American democracy of the 1930's, to visions
of liberty collided as working women and men
battles landowners and factory managers for the
right to join a union. On the tenant farms of the
Arkansas Delta and in the steel factories of
America's industrial heartland, working people
asserted their citizenship in the midst of great
economic turmoil and a tide of government reform.
Blackside, 1993. videocassette 60 min

VT 973.91 MEA

Organizing America: The History of Trade Unions
Organizing America incorporates interviews,
personal accounts, and archival footage to tell a
compelling story about the struggles and triumphs
of American workers. Broadly tracing American
labor history from the formation of the first "friendly
societies" in the 18th century to the challenges
posed by new technologies in the 1980s and 90s, it

DVD 331.88 ORG
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explores the unique combination of individualism
and cooperation that characterizes the American
workplace. Historical context provides viewers with
a fresh perspective on important issues. Interviews
with veterans of labor struggles yield fascinating
personal insights into the saga of organized labor
and its sometimes violent origins. The commentary
of labor historians as well as union, business, and
government officials helps to identify and explain
significant events and influences that have
changed the workplace over the last 200 years. In
exploring the history of trade unions, the viewer
encounters a series of important developments that
have shaped American society as a whole: wars,
the industrial revolution, immigration,
unemployment, Marxism and class conflict, women
in the workplace, the Depression and the New
Deal, crime and corruption, civil rights, and the
emergence of high technology. A Cambridge
Educational Production. One 40-minute video
DVD-R $89.95
The New Deal coalition and its
critics from the Right and the Left

New Deal/ New York
Series The Great Depression. Volume 3.
In his first One Hundred Days in office, President
Roosevelt created an "Alphabet soup" of new
federal agencies giving jobs and releif to people
and transforming the American landscape with
public works projects. Nowhere was this
transformation more apparent than in Mayor
Fiorello LaGuardia's New York City. FDR, the
American aristocrat, and LaGuardia, the
immigrants' son, were unlikely partners, yet
together they expanded and redefined the role of
government in people's lives. Blackside, 1993.
videocassette 60 min

VT 973.91 NEW

We Have a Plan.
Series The Great Depression.
By 1934, grassroots challenges to the New Dealfrom both sides of the political spectrum-appeared.
Despite new government programs, unemployment
hovered near 14 million and unrest was increasing.
In California, novelist and former Socialist Upton
Sinclair ran for governor on the EPIC (End Poverty
in California) platform, which promised to turn idle
land and factories into self-governing cooperatives.
Sinclair's campaign ended in defeat, but one year
later President Roosevelt's signing of the Social
Security Act signaled America's emergence as a
modern welfare state. Blackside 1993
videocassette (60 min.)

VT 973.91 WEH

A Chaos of Experimentation (27:15)
Chronicles the presidency of Franklin Delano
Roosevelt from his first days in office until just
before World War II. This program focuses on
Roosevelts new deal programs and their impact on
Americans. Beginning with an overview of
Roosevelts political style, the presentation surveys
his signature Fireside Chats and influential cabinet
of advisors. The program discusses many of
Roosevelts strategies to defeat the Depression in
his "First Hundred Days", agricultural programs,
unemployment and public works programs, tax
laws, the Social Security Act, and the National
Labor Relations Act. Roosevelts critics, Francis
Townsend, Father Charles Coughlin, Huey Long,
and Alf Landon, are introduced. Also examined is
the rise of labor unions and federations and the
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rights to collective bargaining and strikes.Grade(s) :
6-8, 9-12
© 2004
Intelecom
This video
contains 7 segments

Surviving hard times: American
society during the Great
Depression

Franklin D. Roosevelt: Years of Crisis
Format: WMV Running Time: 49 min 28 sec
Grades: 7 to Adult
A&E presents this biography of FDR. Interviews
and historical footage paint a portrait of this
president's career
The Century: America's Time. Stormy Weather
This program captures the American people's
struggle as they experience the Great Depression,
which caused 25 percent unemployment, the
closing of 9000 banks, and the loss of $2.5 billion in
deposits. ABC NEWS. Films for the Humanities,
1999. 1 videocassette 46 min.
The Great Depression : The great shake-up,
Volume 1.
Series The Great Depression
In the first years of the Great Depression, banks
and businesses failed in record numbers as
America struggled to come to grips with the
disaster. A&E Television Network, 1998.
videocassette 50 min

To Be Somebody.
Series The Great Depression.
For many Americans who were denied the rights of
full citizenship, surviving the Depression was not
enough. They were determined to help build a
better America through direct action in the courts,
in the Congress, and in everyday life. At a time
when lynchings, segregation, and Anti-Semitism
were commonplace, black heavy-weight champion
Joe Louis became a symbol of national strength. In
very different ways, Louis and First Lady Eleanor
Roosevelt challenged America to live up to its
promise of justice and opportunity for people of
every faith and race. Blackside, 1993.
videocassette (60 min.)
Arsenal of Democracy
Series The Great Depression.
Summary In the costal cities of China, Japanese
troops were on the march. In Nazi Germany, Hitler
had put his country back to work building a military
arsenal. By 1939, the Great Depression was over,
"over there", while in the United States people still
struggled to end the crisis. Their dreams of peace
and prosperity were celebrated at World's Fairs in
New York and San Francisco-but prosperity did not
come in peacetime. The "Okie" migrants, whose
plight had come to symbolize the hardships of
depression, joined millions of others who finally
found work in new defense industry. While the New
Deal changed America forever, it was war that
ended the Great Depression.
Blackside 1993. videocassette (60 min.)
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The Second World War

The attack on Pearl Harbor and
United States declaration of war

Diplomacy, war aims, and wartime
conferences

History in Focus: 1940-1949 (28:11)
"History in Focus" examines the formative events of
a decade in the 20th Century using many forms of
media: archival photographs and moving images,
radio and television broadcasts, print, and
newsreels. History comes alive as figures from the
worlds of politics, entertainment, sports, science,
and technology come to life.
Includes Pearl Harbor, World War II, JapaneseAmerican internment camps, gas rationing, Nazi
concentration camps, the death of FDR, Harry
Truman, Hiroshima, the end of the war, radio, and
the impact of war on American culture and the role
of women. Grade(s) : 6-8 © 1996
United
Learning
This video contains 8 segments
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History of the 20th Century 1940-1949.
Series History of the 20th Century; v. 5.
Using newsreels, documentary films and still
photographs, this video documents the major
events of the 20th century.
World War II hurls the globe in conflict -- The
Japanese bomb Pearl Harbor. The U.S. declares
war -- Americans suffer through rations and
shortages -- Roosevelt, Churchill and Stalin fight to
conquer Nazism -- The world gapes in horror at the
Nazi death camps -- The United States begins a
postwar spending spree. ABC Video Enterprises,
1980. (60 min.)

VT 940.5 HIS

The world at war: the definitive story of World War
II
Examines the events of World War II using
documentary footage, photographs, and
reminiscences of individuals involved in the conflict.
v.1 A new Germany 1933-39 ; Distant war
September 1929-May 1940 ; France falls May-June
1940 ; alone May 1940-May 1941 ; Barbarossa
June-December 1941 ; Banzai! Japan 1931-1942 ;
On our way USA 1939-1942 -- v.2 Desert North
Africa 1940-1943 ; Stalingrad June 1942-February
1943 ; Wolf pack-U Boats in the Atlantic 1939-1944
; Red Star The Soviet Union 1941-1943 ; Whirlwind
bombing Germany September 1939-April 1944 ;
Tough old gut Italy November 1942-June 1944 ; It's
a lovely day tomorrow burma 1942-1944 ; Home
fires Britain 1940-1944 -- v.3 Inside the Reich
Germany 1940-1944 ; Morning June-August 1944 ;
Occupation Holland 1940-1944 ; Pincers August
1944-March 1945 ; Genocide 1941-1945 ; Nemesis
Germany February-May 1945 ; Japan 1941-1945 ;
Pacific February 1942-July 1945 -- v.4 The bomb
February-September 1945 ; Reckoning 1945...and
after ; Remember ; Secretary to Hitler ; From war to
peace ; Warrior -- v.5 The Third Reich ; The two
deaths of Adolf Hitler ; The final solution. HBO
Video, 2001 (c1973,1974). 5 videodiscs

DVD 940.53 WOR

World War II
Upheaval in Europe and Asia, Lend Lease, Pearl
Harbor, industrial mobilization and rationing, the
second great migration, internment of Japanese
Americans, European and Pacific Theaters, Atomic
Age. Series United States History Origins to World
War II v.19. Schlessinger Media, 1996. 1
videocassette (35 min.)
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This ABC News program anchored by Peter
Jennings plots out Adolf Hitler's rise to power, in
which he uses charisma, guile, and aggression to
forge an irod-clad dictatorship from the economic
chaos of the 1930s. The Spanish Civil War--proving
ground for the inevitable war to come--is
addressed, and World War II in Europe is
surveyed, spanning events from the blitzkrieg
against Poland to the invasion of the Soviet union.
The war against Jews is also featured, as the
Nuremberg Laws and Kristallnacht foreshadowed
the Fuhrer's "final solution". Films for the
Humanities & Sciences c2000. 1 videocassette (54
min.)
World War II, Part 2. A time of reckoning.
As Hitler's armies reached their high-water mark in
the Soviet Union, Japanese expansion spelled
trouble for an isolationist America. This ABC News
Program anchored by Peter Jennings describes
Japan's bid for Asian dominance, starting with the
Rape of Nanking, and subsequent defeat by the
allies. Highlights of America's involvement in the
war against the Axis nations include the Pearl
Harbor attack, mobilization and the war effort on
the homefront, the push from Normandy to the
Rhine, island-hopping in the Pacific, dropping the
A-bombs, and the prosecution of war criminals. An
ABC News program with Peter Jennings produced
in 1999. Films for the Humanities & Sciences
c2000. on 1 videocassette (36 min.)
WWII PowerPoint

The rise of fascism and militarism
in Japan, Italy, and Germany

Causes of World War II
This program focuses on the Bolshevik Revolution
in Russia and on the terms of the peace settlement
that ended World War I to show how these events
encouraged the growth of fascism. It also deals
with the worldwide depression in the 1930s, Hitler's
rise to power, militarism in Japan, and more. World
War, 1939-1945--Causes. VHS. Clearvue, 1984.
(47:28 min.)
The Century : America's time. Civilians at war
This program studies the courage and the strength
necessary for people to face and survive starvation,
bombing, massacre, and extermination in camps
specifically designed for that purpose. World War,
1939-1945--United States. VHS. Films for the
Humanities, 1999. (70 min.)

People's century 1939 Total War
Series People's century 1900-1999
A socio-political history of the 20th century
described by some of the people who lived through
the events which archival film illustrates.
The second world war was the first modern conflict
in which millions more civilians died than soldiers.
As economic production became essential to
military success, civilians were conscripted into
factories and suddenly became fair game. In Total
War, eyewitnesses from Britian, Germany, Russia,
Korea, Japan, and the United States tell the story
of the civilians who suffered and died in the Second
World War. VHS. PBS Video, 1998. (60 min.):
History of the 20th Century 1940-1949.
Using newsreels, documentary films and still
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photographs, this video documents the major
events of the 20th century. World War II hurls the
globe in conflict -- The Japanese bomb Pearl
Harbor. The U.S. declares war -- Americans suffer
through rations and shortages -- Roosevelt,
Churchill and Stalin fight to conquer Nazism -- The
world gapes in horror at the Nazi death camps -The United States begins a postwar spending
spree. ABC Video Enterprises, 1980. (60 min.)

Fascism
Traces the history of three major fascist
movements of the 20th Century, those of Italy,
Germany, and Spain. Examines the leadership
methods of Mussolini, Hitler, and Franco. Students
discover how important our individual freedoms
are. VHS. Teacher's Video Company, 2001. (30
min.)

Prelude to war: policy of neutrality

Fighting a multi-front war
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Fascist dictatorships
Examines Mussolini's rise to power in Italy and
Hitler's rise in Germany, detailing the similarities
and dissimilarities of each brand of fascism.
Discusses areas of the world today that are
plagued by problems especially conducive to
fascism. VHS.: Clearvue/EAV, 1985. (36:15 min.)

VT 320.5 FAS

The Century : America's Time. Over the Edge
This program explores the dilemma the United
States faced at the outbreak of World War II and
questions whether American forces would be sent
to fight in another European war. VHS. Films for
the Humanities, 1999. (45 min.)

VT 973.91 Cen

World War II
Format: WMV
Running Time: 32 min 13 sec
Grades: 5 to 12
Upheaval in Europe and Asia brings the first signs
of a second world war. War newsreels and
photographs present the important events.
Schlessinger

Safari Montage
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Century of warfare Part I
World War I 1914-1918 ; World War 1939-1943.
World War II 1939-1943: Global war -- The world or
nothing -- Japan strikes -- Blood spot -- Mobilization
and Midway -- Guadalcanal -- North Africa and the
miracle of supply -- Advantage allies -- Battle for
Italy. DVD.: Marathon Music & Video, 2000. (120
min.)

DVD 940.3 CEN

Century of warfare (Part 2 : World War II 19431945 ; The Korean War 1950-1953.
World War II (part 2) 1943-1945: Island hopping -The tide turns in Europe -- Allies push the
advantage -- D-Day -- Liberation -- Breaking the
axis -- Final resistance -- Surrender.
DVD. Marathon Music & Video, 2000. (120 min.)
The War in Europe
Experience the awesome strike of the Nazi
Blitzkrieg through Poland, and the chilling Russian
winter that finally halted the German war machine.
See what it was really like to storm the beach on DDay, and to fight in the trenches of the Battle of the

DVD 940.3 CEN
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Bulge, where the German lines were finally, and
irrevocably, broken. History Channel : A&E Video,
1996. 1 videocassette (160 min.)
The War in the Pacific
Incredible combat footage and exclusive interviews
with veterans and military experts bring the conflict
in the Pacific theater of WW II to life. A & E Home
Video, 1983. 1 videocassette (140 min.)
World War Two (32:41)
Provides an extensive overview of both The War in
Europe and The War in The Pacific. The program
discusses The factors leading up to The War,
including The rise of European dictators and
Germany's violation of The Treaty of Versailles.
Professor I. M. Smart discusses The significance of
The United States's involvement: from The LendLease bill and Atlantic Charter to The bombing of
Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Professor Smart's
brightest pupil analyzes significant battles,
including The Battle of The Bulge, The Battle of
Midway, and The invasion of Normandy. The
program offers twenty multiple-choice
comprehension questions focusing on Winston
Churchill, Adolf Hitler, Franklin D. Roosevelt,
Dwight D. Eisenhower, Pearl Harbor, and V-E day.
Grade(s) : 6-8, 9-12
© 2000
Teacher's
Video
This video contains 8 segments
America Goes to War: The Home Front: While the
Storm Clouds Gather (28:00)
America emerged from The hard times of The
Depression and largely ignored The War in Europe,
focusing on The offerings of The entertainment
industry. Radio provided nightly entertainment as
well as news from The foreign War zones in
Europe and Asia. Most Americans wished to stay
out of The War, but They supported The efforts of
President Roosevelt to defend American soil and
arm Europe. The treachery of Japan as it bombed
Pearl Harbor changed The minds of The
isolationists and plunged America into World War
II. Grade(s) : 9-12
© 1989
PBS This video
contains 4 segments
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American History: World War II: Causes and
Consequences (56:00)
Examine Hitler's occupation of Europe and The
Allies' efforts to fight it. See how World War II
changed American society, especially for women.
Consider The relationship of The Soviet Union and
The United States during The Cold War. And
discover how The U.S. economic recovery after
WWII ushered in an age of prosperity.Grade(s) : 912 © 2005
Discovery Channel School
This video contains 12 segments
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Thanks for the Memories - Distinguished CBS
journalist Eric Sevareid looks back at how
American show business went to war on the
American home front in WWII. Service clubs honor
the ordinary American enlisted man and Dinah
Shore leads servicemen tours of the Hollywood
canteen. Accentuating the Positive - The troupers
of the U.S.O. are recalled in footage of overseas
tours that brought big-name entertainment to the
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troops on the front-lines. Series America Goes to
War Questar, 1998. videocassette (54 min.)

US reaction to the Holocaust

Tokyo Rose : victim of propaganda
Her radio program was supposed to weaken G.I.
morale but the G.I.'s tuned in for the thrill. "Tokyo
Rose" was the nickname given to the voice of over
20 young women who broadcast propaganda. One
of these women, Iva Toguri, reveals how the
broadcasts originated, the ways in which the
women were picked and the consequences of
having starred as "Tokyo Rose". Series Biography
A&E Home Video, 1995. 1 videocassette (50 min.)

VT B TOK

They looked away
The evidence of what the Allies knew about the
existence of Auschwitz and their reasons not to
bomb the camp are examined through archival
footage and interviews with camp survivors,
historians, and military pilots, bombardiers, and
photo interpreters directly involved in Allied
missions over the Auschwitz region. KOCH Lorber
Films, 2004. 1 videodisc (53 min.)

DVD 940.5318 THE

Witness to Genocide
Witness to Genocide is an emotionally devastating
chronicle of Hitler's depraved plan to liquidate an
entire race. Witness the vile and disgusting film
footage the Nazis took of the death camps they
built, and of the bloody carnage they created; as
over six million Jews and other "undesirables" were
effectively tortured, starved to death and murdered.
Witness to Genocide is pieced together from the
footage the Nazis attempted to destroy before the
war ended. it reveals the brutal reality of that
twisted ideology better than any other film before.
Series The Nazis MPI Home Video, 1989. 1
videocassette (60 min.)

VT 940.53 WIT

Witness: Voices from the Holocaust (1:28:30)
"Witness: Voices from the Holocaust" is a prizewinning documentary, nationally broadcast by PBS
in which testimonies of Holocaust survivors and
Witnesses – some recorded as early as 1979 –
archival footage, and personal photographs and
documents reveal the Nazi era through the
memories of those who were there. A Hitler Youth,
a Jesuit priest, resistance fighters, concentration
camp survivors, an American POW, and a liberator
present a vivid image of the Holocaust in their own
words. Since many of the Witnesses were in their
teens or younger during the war years, students
can understand and identify with their experiences
on a more personal level. The accompanying book
of the same title provides resource material and the
opportunity for students to learn more about the
survivors in the documentary. The three part series
provides history that students can understand on
their own level and from which they can draw
lessons for current events and their own lives. The
teachers who wrote the curriculum piloted the
documentary with their own students.
Part I is twenty-four minutes long and includes the
topics:
A Way of Life
The Outbreak of War
Ghettos
Part II is thirty-seven minutes long and includes the
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topics:
Escape, Hiding and Resistance
Deportation and Arrival
The Camps
Part III is twenty-six minutes long and includes the
topics:
Death March
Liberation
Aftermath
Grade(s) : 6-8, 9-12
© 1999
United Learning
This video contains 23 segments
The Home Front During the War
Profiles of Courage, Controversy, and Sacrifice
(WWII): Homefront USA (15:01)
Examines the many ways that America changed
after the bombing of Pearl Harbor on December 7,
1941. The United States was now in a war it had
sought to avoid, and Americans mobilized and
sacrificed for the war effort at home. In response to
anti-Japanese hysteria on the West Coast, more
than 100,000 Japanese Americans are removed to
internment camps. The program explores living
conditions in the camps, the impact of internment
on these American citizens, and our government’s
acknowledgement 40 years later that internment of
these citizens was a mistake. The program
explores our country’s efforts at civil defense,
including air raid drills and blackouts, as well as the
domestic propaganda campaigns orchestrated by
the Office of War Information to “sell the war” to
citizens. Americans from all walks of life mobilized
to man the war plants–men, teenagers, the elderly,
and women inspired by “Rosie the Riveter.” The
program examines how everyday life changed at
home with rationing of twenty essential
commodities, including meat, sugar, rubber, and
gasoline; the planting of victory gardens; and the
scrap drives to collect metal, paper, and rubber.
The presentation also discusses bond drives and
the role celebrities played in selling war bonds,
and, finally, the critical roles played by women
recruited by the armed services for non-combat
duties at home and overseas.Grade(s) : 9-12
© 2003
OnDeck Home Entertainment
This
video contains 9 segments
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America Goes to War: The Home Front: Praise the
Lord and Pass the Ammunition (26:23)
The attack on Pearl Harbor sends a bolt of energy
surging through the country. Within a few short
months, the nation is mobilized and transformed.
Fifteen million civilians become soldiers, sailors,
and marines. Production of civilian goods ends,
and most factories convert to war work as the
military industrial complex is formed and Americans
on the Home front participate fully in the war
effort.Grade(s) : 9-12
classic
© 1989
PBS
This video contains 5 segments
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America Goes to War: The Home Front: Mood
Indigo: Blacks and Whites (26:30)
Wartime newsreels reveal that the World War II
American Home front is as racially segregated as
the U.S. armed forces. Although prejudice,
discrimination and race riots plague the Home
front, black civilians continue to back the war effort,
and black servicemen distinguish themselves
overseas.Grade(s) : 9-12
classic
© 1989
PBS
This video contains 5 segments
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America Goes to War: The Home Front: Thanks for
the Memories (26:08)
Movie stars, celebrities, and sports figures became
involved in the war effort. They mingled with
military men in special canteens, promoted sales of
war bonds, and worked to increase morale among
both military and civilian Americans as returning
wounded soldiers brought the realities of World
War II Home.
Grade(s) : 9-12
classic
© 1989
PBS
This video contains 3 segments
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America Goes to War: The Home Front:
Accentuating the Positive (26:48)
During World War II, the Americans turned to show
business as a diversion from the war. Performers
went to war in camp shows in the states, stage
door canteens, and combat zones overseas.
Recordings were sent to overseas soldiers and vmail that was shipped to the servicemen was
converted into readable letters. To help Homesick
soldiers, the Red Cross sent American women
overseas to bring a touch of Home to the
servicemen.Grade(s) : 9-12
classic
© 1989
PBS
This video contains 4 segments
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America Goes to War: The Home Front: Right in
der Fuhrer's Face (27:02)
Comic books, greeting cards, and pop songs
helped encourage Americans to support the war
and fabricated movies about Germany and Japan
were produced. The Office of War Information and
the Censorship Office decided what Americans
needed to know or how they should interpret
events about the war. These offices produced war
films that were filled with propaganda for soldiers
and civilians. Norman Rockwell painted posters of
the four freedoms, musicians wrote songs that
ridiculed the enemy, and Hollywood produced
movies for the overseas servicemen. Racial attacks
were made on the Japanese and relocation camps
were created to segregate Japanese Americans
from the rest of the American population. The
442nd Regimental Combat Team, a Japanese
American unit, was formed and heroically fought in
Italy.Grade(s) : 9-12
classic
© 1989
PBS
This video contains 5 segments
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America Goes to War: The Home Front: Sacrifices
and Shortages (27:08)
Americans coped with food and gas rationing and
shortages of cigarettes and nylons. They planted
victory gardens, held scrap drives, bought war
bonds, and sometimes participated in the black
market. Celebrities such as Jack Benny and Jimmy
Durante helped boost civilian morale.Grade(s) : 912
classic
© 1989
PBS
This video
contains 5 segments
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America Goes to War: The Home Front: A String of
Pearls (26:29)
Patriotic American women answered the call to
duty in the armed forces, in the factories, and in the
shipyards. Despite condescension and prejudice,
women won a permanent place in the American
military, but they soon discovered that men
considered this major change in American life only
temporary.Grade(s) : 9-12
classic
© 1989
PBS
This video contains 5 segments
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America Goes to War: The Home Front: It's Been a
Long, Long Time (27:27)
In 1945 the war ended in Europe with the
destruction of Adolph Hitler’s Third Reich and
Japanese surrendered after the Americans drop
the atomic bomb on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. With
the war over, American soldiers returned to the
United States and once Home, many veterans took
advantage of the G.I. Bill that enabled them to get
better jobs, low cost loans, and a college
education. Americans began to feel peacetime
prosperity, they began spending money, and many
moved to new locations. After the war, American
continued to remain overseas in Japan and Europe
helping them to rebuild. Grade(s) : 9-12
classic
© 1989
PBS
This video contains 5
segments
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America Goes to War: The Home Front: On the
Shady Side of the Street (26:10)
American culture suffered many new social
problems as war was waged abroad. Moral and
ethical standards began to change, and traditional
rules of courtship were suspended. Soldiers were
threatened by prostitutes and venereal disease,
while the pinup girl sufficed for many. And illadvised, sudden marriages were portrayed in
movies as the perfect solution to the disruption of
war. But these changes in American culture,
particularly the emergence of a teenage culture that
came to permeate society, did not play out fully
until the 1960s. Grade(s) : 9-12
classic
©
1989
PBS
This video contains 5 segments
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America Goes to War: The Home Front: While the
Storm Clouds Gather (28:00)
America emerged from the hard times of the
Depression and largely ignored the war in Europe,
focusing on the offerings of the entertainment
industry. Radio provided nightly entertainment as
well as news from the foreign war zones in Europe
and Asia. Most Americans wished to stay out of the
war, but they supported the efforts of President
Roosevelt to defend American soil and arm
Europe. The treachery of Japan as it bombed Pearl
Harbor changed the minds of the isolationists and
plunged America into World War II. Grade(s) : 9-12
classic
© 1989
PBS
This video contains
4 segments

The Century: America's Time. Homefront
This program discusses the effects of World War II
on the homefront, spotlighting the war's impact as a
catalyst for economic, demographic, and social
change. VHS. Films for the Humanities, 1999. e
(45 min.)
Home front USA
Series Just the facts learning series World War II ;
v. 2 Educational series Explores life in the U.S.
during WWII: anti-Japanese hysteria and
internment, the mobilization effort to meet the
military's production demands, rationing, victory
gardens and scrap drives. Also, domestic war
propaganda such as "Rosie the Riveter." VHS.
Goldhil Video, 2003. (30 min.)
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The Land of Plenty
Series Homefront U.S.A.
As America's first year in the war winds to a close,
there is a unique sense of community in America.
Shoulder to shoulder, American's are united for a
just cause, and it is these ordinary citizens who
make the most valuable contribution to the war
effort. Facing the realities of shortages and
rationing, people queue up to get their gas ration
tickets, and for the first time in American history,
food ration books are distributed. Servicemen
receiving decorations at Pearl Harbor -Prefabricated homes being manufactured -- A 117
passenger bus given a street test -- Families
manufacturing machine tools in their homes -Coastal batteries firing practice salvoes -- Citizens
lining up to donate blood. VHS. Marathon Music &
Video, 1997. (56 min.)

Women, work, and family during
the war

Urban migration and demographic
changes

VT 973.917 LAN

United we win
As war rages on overseas, those at home eagerly
search for useful ways to contribute and find them.
They serve on draft and rationing boards, stand
watch as aircraft spotters, or patrol coastal waters
in search of U-Boats. Vacant lots are plowed into
victory gardens and scrap metal drives keep the
hearths of American industry burning. Series
Homefront U.S.A. Marathon Music & Video, 1997.
videocassette (54 min.)

VT 973.917 UNI

V for victory
The tide has turned. Postwar hopes and dreams fill
American hearts and minds. But radio broadcasts
and newreels remind Americans that the fighting
and dying continue. On the home front, President
Roosevelt dies just months after being re-elected
by a landslide. The entire nation mourns his
passing in an unprecedented outpouring of
emotion. Series Home Front U.S.A. Marathon
Music & Video, 1997. videocassette (56 min.)

VT 973.917 V

Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy PowerPoint

Wartime mobilization of the
economy
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Arsenal of Democracy
Series Home Front U.S.A.
From ship yards to fighter plane plants. America
rings with the clamor of war production. The output
of U.S. factories astonishes the enemy. By wars
end, workers produce 297,000 planes, 86,000
tanks, 6,500 naval vessels, 64,500 landing craft,
315,000 artillery pieces, 5.2 million tons of artillery
shells, and 17 million rifles. Altogether, it's enough.
VHS. Marathon Music & Video, 1997.
videocassette (55 min.)
America Goes to War
Series Home Front U.S.A.
As rumblings of war finally erupts with the
Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, American
industry retools to go to war. Virtually overnight,
factories that once produced women's lipstick are
turning out gun shells. Women entered the work
force in unprecedented numbers to offset the loss
of manpower drafted or enlisted into military
service. And as the first convoys set to sea, the
nation's morale is a fever pitch. VHS. Marathon
Music & Video, 1997. videocassette 53 min

L or S:\Social Studies
PowerPoints\Tenth Grade
American
History/BoogieWoogieBugleBoy
VT 973.917 ARS
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Women in American life:1942-1955
Video documentary of the experiences and
contributions of women in American history.
Summary Five-part video documentary of the
experience and contributions of women in
American history, from the Civil Program 4 19421955: War work, housework and growing
discontent. Series Women in American life ;
program 4 National Women's History Project,
1988. 1 videocassette (14:52 min.)

Civil liberties and civil rights
during wartime

VT 973.7 WOM

Rosie the Riveter
Series Home Front U.S.A.
The contributions of women are many and varied.
From traditional roles such as nurses, to new roles
in the armed forces, women are recruited on the
home front to free men for combat. Women in
industry make some men, both civilian and military,
wary, but need suppresses skepticism. The
movement of women into the workforce signals a
significant change for women in society.
VHS. Marathon Music & Video, 1997. (57 min.)

VT 940.53 ROS

Victory gardens of WWII : the American farmers
pitch-in 1941-1945.
Five short black and white films produced during
World War II, one of them in great Britain,
describing wartime food production and urging
citizens to participate. Millions of backyard and
rooftop gardens sprang up while farm production hit
new levels, thanks to high school students and
others who spent their summer vacations on the
farm. OnDeck Home Entertainment, 1998. 1
videocassette (50 min.)

VT 940.53 VIC

The Century: America's Time. Civilians at War
This program studies the courage and the strength
necessary for people to face and survive starvation,
bombing, massacre, and extermination in camps
specifically designed for that purpose. VHS. Films
for the Humanities, 1999. (70 min.)

The propaganda wars :Japan and the U.S. and the
battle for hearts and minds.
An analysis of the propaganda techniques used by
the United States and Japan to win the support of
their citizen during World War II. VHS. A & E
Home Video, 1994. (50 min.)
Atomic Bomb
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Hiroshima
Format: WMV Running Time: 21 min 53 sec
Grades: 9 to Adult
In 1942, the United States government embarked
upon an endeavor they hoped would put a quick
and definite end to World War II. A&E

VT 940.53 Cen

VT 940.54 PRO

Safari Montage
http://econtent.bucksiu.org/SAF
ARI/montage/login.php?fromlog
outlink=true&login

Hiroshima
Format: WMV Running Time: 1 hr 29 min 20 sec
Grades: 9 to Adult
It was the defining moment of the 20th Century the scientific, technological, military, and political
gamble of the world. BBC

Safari Montage
http://econtent.bucksiu.org/SAF
ARI/montage/login.php?fromlog
outlink=true&login

Days that Shook The World Series 1: Hiroshima
Format: WMV Running Time: 50 min 26 sec

Safari Montage
http://econtent.bucksiu.org/SAF
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Grades: 7 to Adult
On 6 August 1945 an atomic bomb was dropped
on the city of Hiroshima, the first ever to be used in
a conflict situation. BBC

ARI/montage/login.php?fromlog
outlink=true&login

Profiles of Courage, Controversy, and Sacrifice
(WWII): The Atomic Bomb: The End or the
Beginning? (16:54)
Grade(s) : 9-12
© 2003
OnDeck Home
Entertainment
This video contains 8 segments

Discovery Streaming
http://streaming.discoveryeducat
ion.com/student_index.cfm

Taking the Offensive (27:15)
Examines the critical decisions made by the
American administration during World War II. The
program debates the ethical implications of
dropping atomic bombs on Hiroshima and
Nagasaki, two cities in Japan, and discusses
alternative strategies the United States could have
employed. Such historical figures as President
Roosevelt, Harry S. Truman, Adolf Hitler, Dwight D.
Eisenhower, Albert Einstein, and Douglas
MacArthur are introduced and their influences on
wartime politics, economy, and society are
explored. Events of the war, including the bombing
of Berlin, D-day, Los Alamos, Iwo Jima, kamikaze
missions, fire bombing, and Japan's surrender
provides an arresting account of this era in
history.Grade(s) : 9-12
© 2004
Intelecom
This video contains 5 segments

Discovery Streaming
http://streaming.discoveryeducat
ion.com/student_index.cfm

VT 355.8 MAN
Manhattan Project
Series Modern marvels
This video looks at creation of the first atomic
bomb. It examines the evolution of nuclear power,
including the nuclear tests of the Manhattan Project
at Los Alamos and Oak Ridge during World War II.
Interviews discuss the developments that led to the
missions to Hiroshima and Nagasaki. VHS History
Channel New Video, 2002. (50min.)

VT 940.54 HIR

Hiroshima : the decision to drop the bomb
Archival footage and interviews with participants
and scholars tell the story of the decision by the
United States to use nuclear weapons against
Japan to end World War II. VHS. History Channel,
1996. (75 min.)
VT 940.53 MAR

Marshall Plan
The Marshall Plan: against the odds.
Explores the United States--sponsored program
from 1948 through 1951, that helped rehabilitate
the economies of 17 western and southern
European nations in the wake of World War II.
VHS. PBS Video, 1997. (50 min.)
Leaders and Battles

WWII U.S. military leaders
Discovery looks at the second global conflict of the
20th century that brought some of the United
States' greatest military leaders to prominence. The
program explores the careers and influence of
Douglas MacArthur, William "Bull" Halsey, George
Marshall, Omar Bradley and George Patton. D3891
30 minutes

DVD B WWI

WWII Political Leaders
Discovery profiles the world leaders responsible for
the outbreak and battle of World War II. Segments

Available from LVC $69.95
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cover Josef Stalin, Chiang Kai-shek, Charles de
Gaulle, Adolf Hitler, Hermann Goering, Hideki Tojo
and Benito Mussolini. V5768 30 minutes
Great Battles of the Pacific
This 2-disc collection explores pivotal battles of the
World War II Pacific campaign, using combat
footage shot by U.S. military cameramen. Featuring
rare color footage of the Battles of Iwo Jima and
Midway, the program covers 14 battles from Pearl
Harbor to the Japanese surrender on the deck of
the Battleship Missouri..Volume One: 1941-1943:
Attack and Counterattack Covers the Japanese
attack on Pearl Harbor, the Battle of Midway,
amphibious assaults in the Solomon Island,
Guadalcanal, Tarawa and the Burma Road.Volume
Two: 1944-1945: Victory in the Pacific Covers the
battles of Saipan, Guam, Peleiu and Anguar, the
Battle of Leyte Gulf, U.S. forces' return to the
Philippines, the Battle of Iwo Jima and Okinawa.
W0814. 240 minutes.

DVD 940.54 GRE

WW II: Road to Victory
Actual footage from the battlefronts captures the
true stories of the soldiers, sailors and airmen from
both sides of the Second World War. The programs
take viewers to the front lines of the tumuluous
campaigns in Europe, Africa and the Pacific,
covering the Fall of Berlin, the Battle of Stalingrad,
the Liberation of Paris, the Battle of Okinawa,
Arnhem, the Fall of Poland, the Fall of the
Philippines and much more. V7645. 440 minutes.

Available from LVC $19.95

War Chronicles: WWII: The War in Europe: The
Bomber Offensive: Air War in Europe
Format: WMV
Running Time: 22 min 46 sec
Grades: 7 to Adult
The History Channel explores the most disastrous
air encounters in Europe during the Second World
War in this original documenta…

Safari Montage
http://econtent.bucksiu.org/SAF
ARI/montage/login.php?fromlog
outlink=true&login

War Chronicles: WWII: The War in Europe: The
Battle of the Bulge
Format: WMV
Running Time: 22 min 28 sec
Grades: 7 to Adult
The History Channel presents a detailed look at
this decisive World War II battle using expert
commentary, eyewitness accounts

Safari Montage
http://econtent.bucksiu.org/SAF
ARI/montage/login.php?fromlog
outlink=true&login

War Chronicles: WWII: The War in Europe: Pursuit
to the Rhine
Format: WMV
Running Time: 22 min 24 sec
Grades: 7 to Adult
The History Channel presents a detailed look
General George Patton's "Operation Cobra"

Safari Montage
http://econtent.bucksiu.org/SAF
ARI/montage/login.php?fromlog
outlink=true&login

War Chronicles: WWII: The War in Europe: The
Battle of Germany
Format: WMV
Running Time: 22 min 43 sec
Grades: 7 to Adult
The History Channel follows American troops into
Germany at the end of World War II,
War Chronicles: WWII: The War in The Pacific: Air
War In The Pacific

Safari Montage
http://econtent.bucksiu.org/SAF
ARI/montage/login.php?fromlog
outlink=true&login

Safari Montage
http://econtent.bucksiu.org/SAF
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Format: WMV
Running Time: 22 min 49 sec
Grades: 7 to Adult
The war in the Pacific during World War II revolved
around the application of air power.

ARI/montage/login.php?fromlog
outlink=true&login

War Chronicles: WWII: The War in the Pacific:
Jungle Warfare: New Guinea to Burma
Format: WMV
Running Time: 22 min 46 sec
Grades: 7 to Adult
The History Channel explores World War II
battlefields in the infested jungles of the South
Pacific islands …

Safari Montage
http://econtent.bucksiu.org/SAF
ARI/montage/login.php?fromlog
outlink=true&login

War Chronicles: WWII: The War In The Pacific:
Admiral William "Bull" Halsey: Naval Warrior
Format: WMV
Running Time: 46 min 33 sec
Grades: 7 to Adult
This documentary explores the life and career of
one of the most celebrated naval commanders in
American history.
War Chronicles: WWII: The War in the Pacific:
Return to the Philippines
Format: WMV
Running Time: 22 min 24 sec
Grades: 7 to Adult
The History Channel details General Douglas
MacArthur's battle to free the Philippines from the
Japanese during World War II.
War Chronicles: WWII: The War in the Pacific: The
Bloody Ridges of Peleliu
Format: WMV
Running Time: 22 min 48 sec
Grades: 7 to Adult
The History Channel explores the World War II
battle for control the South Pacific island of Peleliu,
War Chronicles: WWII: The War In The Pacific:
Island Hopping: The Road Back
Format: WMV
Running Time: 22 min 44 sec
Grades: 7 to Adult
Commentary from war experts and graphic, often
brutal, footage from real naval disputes, air battles,
and hand-to-hand combat
War Chronicles: WWII: The War in the Pacific:
Okinawa: The Last Battle
Format: WMV
Running Time: 22 min 37 sec
Grades: 7 to Adult
The History Channel relives the final engagement
of World War II, the battle that Winston Churchill
dubbed the most famous
Cold War
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Cold War (33:41)
Provides an engaging and exhaustive overview of
the cold war. The program breaks down the cold
war, beginning with the Russian acquisition of
nuclear weapons and Winston Churchill's naming
of the iron curtain, to the dismantling of the Berlin
Wall and George Bush and Boris Yeltzin's 1992
declaration of the end of the war. Exploring the
significance of such central figures as Harry S.
Truman, Joseph McCarthy, and Fidel Castro, the
program offers an in-depth analysis of the Berlin air
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lift, the Cuban missile crisis, and the startling
McCarthy hearings. The program closes with a
series of twenty multiple-choice comprehension
questions focusing on Eastern Bloc, the policy of
containment, the Marshall Plan, NATO, and the
Bay of Pigs. Grade(s) : 3-5, 6-8, 9-12
© 2001
Teacher's Video This video contains 5 segments

The United States and the Early
Cold War
Origins of the Cold War

20th-Century History: 1945-1989: The Cold War
Format: WMV
Running Time: 28 min 56 sec
Grades: 10 to 12
Trace the origins and history of the Cold War, a
struggle between the United States and the Soviet
Union. National Geographic.

Safari Montage
http://econtent.bucksiu.org/SAF
ARI/montage/login.php?fromlog
outlink=true&login

The Cold War
Series United States History: Origins world war II ;
v. 21
Conflicting opinions by the United States and the
Soviet Union about their post World War II goals
led to a struggle which pushed the world to the
brink of nuclear war. Features the crisis in Berlin,
Fidel Castro and Cuba and the eventual fall of the
Soviet Union. VHS. Schlessinger Video Company,
2002. (35 min.)

VT 909.83 COL
Safari Montage
http://econtent.bucksiu.org/SAF
ARI/montage/login.php?fromlog
outlink=true&login

The Century: America's Time. Best Years
This program describes America's new status after
World War II as the nation shouldered the
responsibility for rebuilding Europe and Japan and
for containing Soviet ambitions. VHS. Films for the
Humanities, 1999. (45 min.)

VT 973.918 Cen

ABC News The Cold War Part 1: The Cold War
Begins
Format: WMV
Running Time: 14 min 59 sec
Grades: 7 to Adult
In this live-action documentary, students explore
the genesis of the
Cold War, beginning with the "new world order"

Safari Montage
http://econtent.bucksiu.org/SAF
ARI/montage/login.php?fromlog
outlink=true&login

Race for the Superbomb, part 1, part 2
Series The American experience 1
At the end of World War II the United States is the
sole nation with the atomic bomb. The Soviet
Union, seeing the mob as a threat to their national
safety, develop an atomic program of their own.
Tensions between the U.S. and Soviet Union
increase as Russia blocks road and rail access to
Berlin. The Strategic Air Command is formed as a
means of fighting a nuclear air war with Russia.
Fearing the Soviets may develop an H-bomb
before the U.S., Preseident Truman reluctantly
approves development of the super bomb. Russia
responds in kind. After nearly three years of
theoretical problem solving, the U.S. explodes its
first thermonuclear device in the fall of 1952-an
explosion with 800 times the power of the atomic
bomb dropped on Hiroshima, Japan. VHS. PBS
Video, 1999. 2 videocassettes (60 min.)
1945 Brave new world: Cold war begins.
Just over 50 years ago, Soviet and American
troops met on the banks of the river Elbe and
rejoiced at the defeat of Nazi Germany. The mood
was one of camaraderie between Allies, and their

VT 973.918 RAC

VT 940.5 BRA
Safari Montage
http://econtent.bucksiu.org/SAF
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The Cold War in Asia: China,
Korea, Vietnam, Japan
Cold War Policies of Truman,
Eisenhower, Kennedy
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optimism was shared by the liberated populations
of Europe. Brave New World tracks the Building
tension between these two superpowers, from the
post war world of the late 1940's through the early
1960's, as the hope for peace swiftly disintergrates
into a 'cold' war of competing ideologies between
East and West. Series People's century. WGBH
Educational Foundation and the BBC 1
videocassette (60 min.)

outlink=true&login

Origins of the Cold War PowerPoint

S/Social Studies
Powerpoints/Tenth Grade
American History/Hist 256-Chapter
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The Cold War (above)
Conflicting opinions by the United States and the
Soviet Union about their post World War II goals
led to a struggle which pushed the world to the
brink of nuclear war. Features the crisis in Berlin,
Fidel Castro and Cuba and the eventual fall of the
Soviet Union. Series United States History: Origins
world war II ; v. 21. Sclessinger Video Company,
2002. 1 videocassette (35 min.)

VT 909.83 COL
Safari Montage
http://econtent.bucksiu.org/SAF
ARI/montage/login.php?fromlog
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The Cold War
With rare footage from both American and Russian
archives, this program powerfully conveys the
tension of the 70 year period when the Soviet
threat dominated the agenda of American
government. Series The Torn Curtain Part 3. SVE
& Churchill Media, 1993. 1 videocassette (30:45
min.)
Confronting Communism: And the walls came
tumbling down.
From the rise of Lenin to the fall of the Berlin wall,
the 20th century witnessed the birth and death of
the Soviet Union. This ABC News program
anchored by Peter Jennings confronts the impact of
Bolshevism, from the Russian Revolution to the
Cold War, featuring the spread of Communism to
China, the Korean War, the Berlin Airlift,
McCarthyism, the Hungarian uprising, Sputnik, the
Cuban Missle Crisis, the Vietnam War, glasnost
and perestroika, and the raising of the Iron Curtain.
An ABC News program with Peter Jennings
produced in 1999. Films for the Humanities &
Sciences c2000. 1 videocassette (61 min.)

Cold War Into Guerrilla War (54:00)
In the aftermath of World war II, disagreements
among nations took on frightening new significance
due to the proliferation of nuclear arms. Four
segments describe the setting and events of the
cold war.
Escape From Berlin — Examines the history of the
Berlin Wall and tells the story of East Germans'
attempts to flee to the West.
Showdown: The Cuban Missile Crisis — Explores
how movement of nuclear weapons to Cuba
increased tensions between the U.S. and the
former Soviet Union.
The First Woman in Space — Portrays the roles of
women in the Soviet space program.
Democracy Triumphs: The Korean war —
Chronicles how the United States attempted to
contain Communist influence in Asia. This feature

VT 909.83 COL

VT 335.43 CON
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helps students consider the past and present-day
effects of the cold war on nations around the world.
Produced by Discovery Channel School.Grade(s) :
9-12 © 2004
Discovery Channel School
This video contains 4 segments

Archives of War: The Cold War (2:00:08)
"Archives of war" presents some of the twentieth
centuries most influential battles using primary
source footage. The escalation and impact of the
nuclear arms race and communist revolutions in
Cuba and China are the focus of this documentary.
NOTE: No full-length program exists. To view
segments, it will be necessary to click on the Video
Segments tab. Grade(s) : 6-8, 9-12 © 2004
This
video contains 33 segments

Days That Shook the World: Cold War Spies
(51:19)
During the cold war between the United States of
America and the Soviet Union, two of the most
outstanding events of the entire conflict involved
one man. Captain Francis Gary Powers was shot
down and captured in Russian territory on May 1st,
1960. Almost two years later, he was returned to
the United States on an unprecedented spy swap
between the Americans and Russians. Grade(s) :
9-12
© 1999
BBC
This video
contains 21 segments

National Politics - The Cold War (24:00)
This program covers a tense, event-filled fifteen
years: including Harry S. Truman's presidency
following the death of Franklin D. Roosevelt;
Truman's authorizing the use of the atomic bomb
on Japan and his re-election in 1948; the Korean
war; Dwight D. Eisenhower's success as a military
leader in World war II, his subsequent role as
president of Columbia University and successful
bid for the presidency in 1952; John F. Kennedy's
political career, first as a Massachusetts senator,
then as president after overcoming America's
reluctance to put a Catholic in the White House;
Richard M. Nixon's career as a lawyer,
congressmen, senator, and vice president, and his
unsuccessful 1960 campaign for the presidency
against Kennedy. Fact-filled media support for
American History units on the causes and
consequences of the cold war and the contributions
of significant political leaders. Grade(s) : 9-12
© 1996
Aims Multimedia
This video
contains 7 segments
The Fragile Balance (1955-1961) (24:37)
This program illustrates the deepening of the worldwide rift between the Western-aligned nations and
the Soviet-aligned group, and the subsequent
escalation of the "arms race." America's early
warning systems and SAC bombers are rendered
obsolete by the Soviet's ICBMs; the U.S. responds
with missile-carrying nuclear subs. The U.S. tests
effects of radiation on troops and equipment by
exploding hundreds of nuclear bombs; families
build fallout shelters; students learn bomb survival
skills. Hungarians revolt against Soviet rule. In
1957, the U.S.S.R. puts Earth's first artificial
satellite, Sputnik, into orbit. A U.S. spy plane is shot
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down over the Soviet Union. John F. Kennedy
defeats Richard Nixon for President in 1960. Factfilled media support for American History and World
History units on the technological, political, military,
and cultural consequences felt in the '50s and '60s
from the after-effects of World war II, and U.S.
responses to Soviet aggression in the cold war
years. Grade(s) : 9-12 classic © 1986 Aims
Multimedia This video contains 14 segments

The Korean War (1:00:00)
It was the first full-scale exercise of President
Truman’s policy of containment, yet it became the
forgotten war. Learn what set the stage for this
conflict, why Truman and General MacArthur
clashed, and how the shadow of Chairman Mao
grew as events progressed. Grade(s) :9-12 ©
2004 Discovery Channel School This video
contains 18 segments

Other Cold War PowerPoints
The Red Scare and McCarthyism

The Fifties the fear & the dream
Series The fifties v.1 Fifties ; v. 1.
A documentary shown on the History Channel, this
film follows the rise of Americans' fear of
Communism from the end of World War II to the
McCarthy era and the arms race. VHS A&E
Television Network, 1997. (90 min.)
Ordinary American: the Red Scare.
Examines the history of official and unofficial
attempts to find and punish communists, both in
and outside the U.S. government. Tells the story
through the words of Harry Truman, Winston
Churchill, J. Edgar Hoover and Joseph McCarthy,
as well as through personal accounts of lesserknown Americans who got caught up in the cold
War fervor of attacking communism at home.
Close Up Foundation, 1999. 1 videocassette
(35:22 min.)
Coming apart: Picture this.
While the Soviet Union and the United States eyed
each over the Iron Curtain, conservative Americans
at all levels of society worried about communist
infiltration--especially in the movie industry, since
that medium plays a huge role in shaping public
perceptions and attitudes. This program reveals a
time of McCarthyism and career-ending blacklists,
a time when freedom of speech itself became a
casualty in the desperate fight to protect
democracy from "The Red Menace." Series The
Century events that shaped the world. Films for
the Humanities & Sciences, 1999.
Physical Description 1 videocassettes (42min.)
Senator Joseph McCarthy: an American inquisitor
Documentary on the Senator Joseph McCarthy
who rose to power by acusing politicians,
businessmen, actors, writers and others of being
Communists during the 1950's "witch hunts".
Analyzes his abuse of power as a lesson to public
servants of every era. Series Biography. .A & E
Home video 1995. i videocassette (50 min.)
ABC News The Cold War Part 2: The Cold War

Discovery Streaming
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Impact of the Cold War on
American society

Escalates
Format: WMV
Running Time: 18 min 58 sec
Grades: 7 to Adult
In this live-action documentary, students will
observe American's fear of domestic communism in
the McCarthy hearings and Rosenberg Trial

ARI/montage/login.php?fromlog
outlink=true&login

Post War U.S.A.
Series Unites States History, origins to WWII v.20.
Post-war prosperity and the rise of the consumer
society, the G.I. Bill, Truman and the Fair Deal,
suburbanization, Baby Boom, birth of television,
advertising, roles of women, the Cols War, Korean
War, arms race, Red Scare and McCartherism, civil
rights movement, teen rebellion and rock and roll.
VHS. Schlessinger Media, 1996. (35 min.)

VT 973 POS
Safari Montage
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National Politics - The Cold War
This program covers a tense, event-filled fifteen
years: including Harry S. Truman's presidency
following the death of Franklin D. Roosevelt;
Truman's authorizing the use of the atomic bomb
on Japan and his re-election in 1948; the Korean
war; Dwight D. Eisenhower's success as a military
leader in World War II, his subsequent role as
president; John F. Kennedy's political career,
Richard M. Nixon's career Fact-filled media support
for American History units on the causes and
consequences of the Cold War; the contributions of
significant political leaders.
The 1950s
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Discovery Streaming
http://streaming.discoveryeducat
ion.com/student_index.cfm

Liberation and change :the late 20th century
This program presents events and writings during
the late twentieth century, the years after World
War II. Series History through literature series.
Clearvue/EAV, 1998. (24:13)

VT 909.82 LIB
Discovery Streaming
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The Century: America's time. Happy Days
This program discusses the crosscurrents in
American history during the 1950s, including the
post-war baby boom, suburban living,
McCarthyism, violent civil rights demonstrations,
and escalation in the Cold War. ABC News. Films
for the Humanities, 1999. 1 videocassette (45
min.)

VT 973.921 Cen

The Fifties
A documentary shown on the History Channel, this
film explores the civil rights movement, athletic
superstars, the growing power of the media, fast
food, and the rise of the Cold War. Series The
fifties A&E Television Network, 1997. 10
videocassettes (100 min.)

VT 973.92 FIF

VT 973.92 FIF
The fifties the rage within the road to the sixties
Series The fifties v.6 Fifties
A documentary shown on the History Channel, this
film explores the civil rights movement, athletic
superstars, the growing power of the media, fast
food, and the rise of the Cold War. A&E Television
Network, 1997. 1 videocassette (100 min.)
VT 940.5 HIS
History of the 20th Century: 1950-1959.
Using newsreels, documentary films and still
photographs, this video documents the major
events of the 20th century. Truman leads America
as the "give 'em hell" President -- The U.S. and
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Russia chill relations with each other -- Communist
Forces invade South Korea -- The United States
flexes its military muscle and enters the Korean
War -- Fidel Castro is Cuba's new dictator -- Bomb
shelters become big business. Series History of the
20th Century v.6 ABC Video Enterprise, 1980. 1
videocassette (60 min.)
VT 973.921 FAB
The Fabulous 50s
Explores the history and culture of 1950s America
through the new medium of television. Features
archival footage, rare interviews and period music.
Series Reader's digest classic collection. Reader's
Digest Home Entertainment in association with
Charles Grinker Productions. Dist. By Questar, Inc.,
[2003] 1 videocassette (ca. 107 min.)

1950s American Culture PowerPoint
Emerging Civil rights Movement

America's civil rights movement.
Depicts the civil rights struggle in the American
South, with interviews from those who took part
and defied racist policies.
Teacher's guide is titled: America's civil rights
movement; second book is: Free at last. Video is
titled A time for justice.
Teaching Tolerance ; Guggenheim Productions ;
Southern Poverty Law Center ; 1992. 1
videocassette (39 min.)

L or S:\Social Studies
PowerPoints\Tenth Grade
American
History/1950sAmericanCulture
VT 323.097 AME

African-Americans marching to freedom.
Series Paths to power, and educator's guide to the
century;
Traces the rise of the Civil rights movement and of
black political consciousness. Films for Humanities
and Sciences, 2000. 1 videocassette(54 min.)

VT 305.896 AFR

Awakenings, 1954-1956
Series Eyes on the prize: America's civil rights
years;
Covers two events that helped to focus the nation's
attention on the rights of black Americans: The
1955 Lynching in Mississippi of 14-year-old Emmett
Till and the 1955-1956 Montgomery, Ala. boycott.
Also shows southern race relations at mid-century
and witnesses the awakening of individuals to their
own courage and power. Originally produced for
television broadcast in 1986. Closed captioned for
the hearing impaired.
Pacific Arts [1992] 1 videocassette(VHS) (60 min.):

VT 973.9 AWA

Fighting back 1957-1962. Episode 2.
Series America's civil rights years, eyes on the
prize (14 volume set)
Blackside, 1987. 1 videocassette (60min.)

VT 973.9 FIG

VT 305.8009 MIG
Mighty times : the legacy of Rosa Parks
Over the course of a year, the Montgomery Bus
Boycott would test the endurance of the peaceful
protestors, overturn an unjust law and create a
legacy of mighty times that continue to inspire
those who work for freedom and justice today.
Teaching Tolerance, 2002. 1 videocassette (40
min.)

10th Grade Social Studies
The Rosa Parks Story
Dramatic biography of Rosa McCauley Parks, who
in 1955 created the spark that began the modern
Civil Rights Movement. Xenon Pictures, [2002] 1
videocassette (94 min.)
The long walk home
Academy Award winner Whoopi Goldberg is
Odessa Cotter, a quietly dignified woman, who
works as a housekeeper for Miriam Thompson
(Academy Award winner Sissy Spacek). When
odessa honors the 1955 Montgomery, Alabama,
bus boycott by walking an exhausting nine miles to
and from work, Miriam offers her a ride. Defying
both Miriam's raciest husband (Dwight Schultz) and
the powerful White Citizen's Council, Miriam and
Odessa put their lives in danger for civil rights.
Their shared experiences draw them closer as a
deep respect and lasting friendship forms.
Together, in a difficult world of black versus white,
they manage to discover a common ground. VHS.:
Live Home Video, 1991. 1 videocassette (98 min.)
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A study in desegregation, Clinton, Tennessee 1957
Series Civil rights movement, primary sources
In this 1957 See It Now broadcast, Edward R.
Murrow reports on the town's efforts to comply with
the U.S. Supreme Court's mandate in the face of
coercive opposition. Footage of the Reverend Paul
turner preaching brotherhood and John Kasper
expounding his rhetoric of intolerance creates a
vivid portrait of the times. Officials, faculty,
students, and local personalities add their views,
rounding out the picture of the community's
successful struggle to reestablish law and order.
Films for the Humanities & Sciences, 2002. 1
videodisc (55min)

DVD 301.37 STU

Civil Rights
Format: WMV
Running Time: 26 min 37 sec
Grades: 5 to 12
The latter-half of the 20th century saw many of the
nation's minority groups taking a stand to ensure
that the declaration "all … Schlessinger

Safari Montage
http://econtent.bucksiu.org/SAF
ARI/montage/login.php?fromlog
outlink=true&login

History of the Civil Rights Movement, A
Format: WMV
Running Time: 26 min 24 sec
Grades: 5 to Adult
Lynchings, "Separate but Equal" facilities and Jim
Crow laws provide the realistic backdrop for this
insightful and moving visual. Schlessinger
Civil Rights Movement Part 3: America Arises, The
Format: WMV
Running Time: 17 min 5 sec
Grades: 7 to Adult
In this live-action documentary, students will go
behind the scenes as Presidents Kennedy and
Johnson struggle to enact the first civil rights
legislation. Disney
Civil Rights Movement Part 2: Awakening A Nation,
The
Format: WMV
Running Time: 15 min 10 sec
Grades: 7 to Adult
In this live-action documentary, students will

Safari Montage
http://econtent.bucksiu.org/SAF
ARI/montage/login.php?fromlog
outlink=true&login

Safari Montage
http://econtent.bucksiu.org/SAF
ARI/montage/login.php?fromlog
outlink=true&login

Safari Montage
http://econtent.bucksiu.org/SAF
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explore Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.'s pivotal role in
focusing national attention. Disney
Civil Rights Movement Part 4: The King
Assassination, The
Format: WMV
Running Time: 18 min 20 sec
Grades: 7 to Adult
Trace the Civil Rights movement in the United
States through the court cases, protests, and
people that transformed American society. Disney
Civil Rights Movement Part 5: Beyond Martin
Luther King, Jr., The
Format: WMV
Running Time: 18 min 41 sec
Grades: 7 to Adult
In this live-action documentary, students will hear
black Americans discuss the impact of Malcolm X
on race relations. Disney

Safari Montage
http://econtent.bucksiu.org/SAF
ARI/montage/login.php?fromlog
outlink=true&login

Safari Montage
http://econtent.bucksiu.org/SAF
ARI/montage/login.php?fromlog
outlink=true&login

Civil Rights Movement Part 1: Separate But Equal,
The
Format: WMV
Running Time: 18 min 54 sec
Grades: 7 to Adult
Citizen King
Format: WMV
Running Time: 1 hr 54 min 28 sec
Grades: 7 to Adult
This PBS documentary explores the last five years
of Martin Luther King, Jr.'s life, highlighting King's
work for causes beyond. PBS

Safari Montage
http://econtent.bucksiu.org/SAF
ARI/montage/login.php?fromlog
outlink=true&login

In Remembrance of Martin
Format: WMV
Running Time: 57 min 50 sec
Grades: 7 to Adult
PBS presents this tribute to the life and work of Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. featuring personal comments
from family members. PBS

Safari Montage
http://econtent.bucksiu.org/SAF
ARI/montage/login.php?fromlog
outlink=true&login

Murder of Emmett Till, The
Format: WMV
Running Time: 56 min
Grades: 9 to Adult
PBS's American Experience tells the true story of
how the tragic murder of 14-year-old, AfricanAmerican boy Emmett Till helped civil rights.
The Road to Brown (56:00)
Moving from slavery to civil rights, The Road to
Brown provides a concise history of how African
Americans won full legal equality under the
Constitution. It tells the story of the Brown v. Board
of Education ruling as the culmination of a
successful legal assault on segregation that
launched the civil rights movement. And it is a
tribute to Charles Hamilton Houston, a black lawyer
known as "the man who killed Jim Crow."
Interviews with Houston’s associates recount how
he energized a generation of black jurists, including
future Supreme Court Justice Thurgood Marshall,
to wage the struggle against segregation. The
video recapitulates the arguments before the Court,
Justice Warren's opinion striking down Plessy v.
Ferguson (1896), and the jubilant reactions of black
America, and it illustrates how the civil rights
movement gave teeth to new laws. Other lawyers
who participated with Marshall were George E.C.

Safari Montage
http://econtent.bucksiu.org/SAF
ARI/montage/login.php?fromlog
outlink=true&login
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Hayes, James Nabritt, and Charles Hamilton
Houston, who initially spearheaded the first cases.
Please preview this video: It contains sensitive
language and historical footage that may require
preparation for your students.Grade(s) : 9-12
classic
© 1990
California Newsreel
This video contains 15 segments
The Turbulent 1960s
The Sixties: The Years That Shaped a Generation:
Part 1 (1:20:35)
The 1960s was a decade of change and hope that
transformed America. Trace the events of one of
the most turbulent and influential periods of political
and cultural change in the 20th century and the
powerful impact forced on an entire generation.
Experience the 60s through revealing interviews
with the prominent figures of the era, including:
Daniel Ellsberg, Jesse Jackson, Tom Hayden,
Henry Kissinger, Robert McNamara, Bobby Seale
and others. Note: Preview this video before
showing it to students. Segments may include
racially, sexually, or politically sensitive topics or
language; violence; nudity; profanity; or drug
use.Grade(s) : 9-12
© 2005
PBS
This
video contains 15 segments

Discovery Streaming
http://streaming.discoveryeducat
ion.com/student_index.cfm

The Sixties: The Years That Shaped a Generation:
Part 2 (34:11)
The 1960s was a decade of change and hope that
transformed America. Trace the events of one of
the most turbulent and influential periods of political
and cultural change in the 20th century and the
powerful impact forced on an entire generation.
Experience the 60s through revealing interviews
with the prominent figures of the era, including:
Daniel Ellsberg, Jesse Jackson, Tom Hayden,
Henry Kissinger, Robert McNamara, Bobby Seale
and others. Note: Preview this video before
showing it to students. Segments may include
racially, sexually, or politically sensitive topics or
language; violence; nudity; profanity; or drug
use.Grade(s) : 9-12
© 2005
PBS
This
video contains 8 segments

Discovery Streaming
http://streaming.discoveryeducat
ion.com/student_index.cfm

The Century : America's time. Poisoned dreams
This program documents U.S.-Soviet conflicts of
interest in Cuba and Vietnam and the growing
polarization at home between civil rights activists
and segregationist hard-liners. .VHS.Films for the
Humanities, 1999. (43 min.)

VT 973.922 Cen

The Century : America's time. Unpinned
This program presents the unrelenting rage that
divided the nation during the late 1960s with antiwar and civil rights activists seeking violent ways to
agitate for peace and equality. VHS.Films for the
Humanities, 1999. (45 min.)

VT 973.923 Cen

The Fabulous 60's:1960.
Series The Fabulous 60's.
It was a tumultuous time- a time when there was
war in the jungles of Vietnam, and there was war in
the streets of Chicago. Yet peace and love reigned
in the streets of San Francisco. It was a decade

VT 973.922 FAB

DVD 973.922 POI

DVD 973.923 CEN

DVD 973.92 FAB
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when blacks sought civil rights and the new youth
culture sought power. There was Dylan, there was
the Beatles. It was JFK's time, it was Nixon's time.
Two of our finest were assassinated. The Sixtiesan era of sharp contrast, and a decade that was
unlike any other in world history. Here, in this ten
volume video series are THE FABULOUS 60's,
definitely documenting the ten years in our past
that changed our lives forever.--African
Independence and the Congo--The presidential
election: Kennedy vs. Nixon--the U-2 spy plane
incident--Elvis Presley enters the army. MPI Home
Video. (60 min.)
VT 973.922 FAB
The Fabulous 60's:1961.
Series The Fabulous 60's.
The Bay of Pigs invasion--The pill--the twist--Civil
Rights Freedom Riders--The Elizabeth
Taylor/Richard Burton Romance. MPI Home Video.
(60 min.)

DVD 973.92 FAB

VT 973.922 FAB
The Fabulous 60's:1962.
Series The Fabulous 60's.
The Cuban missile crisis--The death of Marilyn
Monroe--John Glenn orbits the earth--Thalidomide
Babies--The death of Pope John.. MPI Home
Video. (60 min.)
The Fabulous 60's:1963.
Series The Fabulous 60's.
Civil Rights March on Washington--Vietnamese
Monk's Self-immolation-- Surgeon General's
Cigarette Warning--Death of John F. Kennedy--The
Great Train Robbery. MPI Home Video. (60 min.)
The Fabulous 60's:1964.
Series The Fabulous 60's.
The Beatles invade America--the presidential
campaign:Johnson vs. Goldwater--Khrushchev
deposed--Gulk of Tonkin resoultion--Civil rights
workers murdered in Mississippi. MPI Home Video.
(60 min.)

DVD 973.92 FAB

VT 973.922 FAB

DVD 973.92 FAB

VT 973.922 FAB

DVD 973.92 FAB

The Fabulous 60's:1965.
Series The Fabulous 60's.
March on Selma--Murder of Macolm X--Riots in
Watts--The Frank Sinatra/Mia Farrow romance--the
death of Winston Churchill. MPI Home Video. (60
min.)

VT 973.922 FAB

The Fabulous 60's:1966.
Series The Fabulous 60's.
Warren Report--Red Guard in China--Atomic Bomb
lost in Spain--Floods in Florence--Indira Gandhi
elected Prime Minister in India. MPI Home Video.
(60 min.)

VT 973.922 FAB

The Fabulous 60's:1967.
Series The Fabulous 60's.
Expo 67--Six day war in the Middle East--Draft
Board Demonstrations--Hippies in Haight-Asbury-The Soviet Union's 50th Anniversary--March on the
Pentagon. MPI Home Video. (60 min.)

VT 973.922 FAB

The Fabulous 60's:1968.
Series The Fabulous 60's.

VT 973.922 FAB

DVD 973.92 FAB

DVD 973.92 FAB

DVD 973.92 FAB

DVD 973.92 FAB
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Presidential Campaign: Nixon vs. Humphrey--The
death of Robert Kennedy--Chicago Democratic
Convention--Death of Martin Luther King Jr.--Jackie
Kennedy Marries Ari Onassis MPI Home Video.
(60 min.)
VT 973.922 FAB

From the New Frontier to the
Great Society

The Fabulous 60's:1969.
Series The Fabulous 60's.
Woodstock--Man Lands on the Moon--Super BowlJets Win--World Series-Mets win--Earth Day. MPI
Home Video. (60 min.)

DVD 973.92 FAB

Lyndon Johnson’s Great Society? "The Great
Society"—Lyndon Johnson’s bundle of federal
programs intended to alter the fabric of American
life—are examined in this documentary by those
who administered them and by British journalist
Charles Wheeler. Programs in the areas of civil
rights, health care (Medicare and Medicaid),
unemployment, and the environment are
discussed. Historical footage of poverty pockets
highlights discussions of Johnson’s "War on
Poverty." Given ongoing social problems and the
questionable efficacy of some of the initiatives,
students will be inclined to think critically about
many of the programs and their gradual
dismantling. Original BBC broadcast title: A Great
Society? (51 minutes) Item#: BVL7517 Copyright
date: ©1996 Part of the Series : An American
Journey: The Great Society to the Reagan
Revolution

DVD available FfH DVD-R
$89.95

Lyndon Johnson’s War: Deceit and the Demise of
the "Great Society"
In this documentary, British journalist Charles
Wheeler reveals how Lyndon Johnson misled the
American people about the conduct of the Vietnam
War, and how this errant act destroyed his political
agenda for a "Great Society." Johnson’s legislative
initiatives included Medicaid, civil rights,
guaranteed student loans, and other measures
designed to fight poverty and unemployment. In
television news clips, we hear him deceive the
American public as he plans to escalate the war.
When public opinion turns against him, Johnson
chooses not to run for reelection, leaving the field
open for Republican candidate Richard Nixon.
Nixon is elected and immediately begins a
methodical dismantling of Johnson’s social
programs. A BBC Production. (55 minutes) Item#:
BVL7516 Copyright date: ©1996 Part of the Series
: An American Journey: The Great Society to the
Reagan Revolution

Civil Rights Movement and
Expanding movements for civil
rights

Martin Luther King, Jr. : the man and the dream
Series Men of distinction: biography Biography A &
E Home Video.
Chronicles the history of King through historical

DVD available FfH DVD-R
$89.95

VT B KIN
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footage, interviews with his confidants, and
analysis of his speeches and sermons. Originally
broadcast in 1997 on the program Biography.
VHS.: BBC, 1999. 1 videocassette (50 min.)
Martin Luther King, Jr.
Format: WMV Schlessinger
Running Time: 31 min 10 sec
Grades: 5 to Adult
(1929-1968) Moving interviews with civil rights
leaders Andrew Young and James Farmer detail
the inspirational life of Martin Luther King, Jr.
Ain't scared of your jails 1960-1961.
Series America's civil rights years, eyes on the
prize Episode 3. (14 volume set)
Blackside, 1987. 1 videocassette (60min.)
No easy walk 1962-1966.
Series America's civil rights years, eyes on the
prize Episode 4. (14 volume set) Blackside, 1987.
60min.
Mississippi: is this America? 1962-1964.
Series America's civil rights years, eyes on the
prize Episode 5. (14 volume set)
Blackside, 1987. 1 videocassette (60min.)
Bridge to freedom, 1965.
Series America's civil rights years, eyes on the
prize Episode 6. (14 volume set) Blackside, 1987.
1 videocassette(60min.)
The time has come (1964-1966).
Series American civil rights years, eyes on the
prize II v.7
This series is the most comprehensive television
documentary on the American Civil rights
movement ever produced. Through rare historical
film and incisive present-day interviews, the events
and issues of the second American Revolution
come to life. : Blackside, 1990. 1 videocassette
(60 min.)
Two societies 1965-1968.
Series America's civil rights years, eyes on the
prize Episode 8. (14 volume set)
Blackside, 1990. 60min.

Safari Montage
http://econtent.bucksiu.org/SAF
ARI/montage/login.php?fromlog
outlink=true&login
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VT 973.9 TWO

Power! 1966-1968
Series America's civil rights years, eyes on the
prize: Episode 9 (14 volume set) : Blackside,
1990. 1 videocassette (60min.)

VT 973.9 POW

The promised land, 1967-1968.
Series America's civil rights years, eyes on the
prize Episode 10. (14 volume set) : Blackside,
1990. 60min.

VT 973.9 PRO

Ain't gonna shuffle no more, 1964-1972.
Series America's civil rights years, eyes on the
prize Episode 11 (14 volume set)
Blackside, 1990. 60min.

A Nation of Law?,1968-1971.
Series America's civil rights years, eyes on the
prize Episode 12 (14 volume set)
Blackside, 1990. 60min.

VT 973.9 AIT

VT 973.9 NAT
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Keys to the kingdom.
Series America's civil rights years, eyes on the
prize Episode 13. (14 volume set) Blackside,
1990. 60min.

Back to the movement, 1979-1980.
Series America's civil rights years, eyes on the
prize Episode 14. (14 volume set) Busing for
school integration. Affirmative action programs
Blackside, 1990. 60min.

Mighty times: The children's march
Series Teaching Tolerance
The Children's March tells the story of how the
young people of Birmingham, Alabama, braved fire
hoses and police dogs in 1963 and brought
segregation to its knees. Their heroism moved
President Kennedy to introduce the Civil Rights Act
of 1964, a key piece of federal legislation that
transformed not just the South, but the entire
nation. : A Project of the Southern Poverty Law
Center, 2005. (40 min.)

Mississippi, America
Examines the civil rights movement as events
unfolded in the summer, in Mississippi. Using
archival footage and on-camera interviews, this
program tells the story of how a coalition of civil
rights organizations and thousands of black and
white Americans joined forces to assist blacks in
Mississippi in their fight for the freedom to register
to vote. VHS: PBS Home Video, 1998. 1
videocassette (56 min.)

Mississippi and the Black vote - 1962
Series Civil rights movement, primary sources
This program reveals the double standards and
dangers faced by African-Americans registering to
vote in Hattiesburg, Mississippi. interviews with
local officials, segregationists, lawyers, clergy and
citizens on both sides of the color line expose what
amounted to nothing less than a tacit conspiracy to
deprive certain people of their constitutional right to
stand up and be counted. DVD.: Films for the
Humanities & Sciences, 2002. 1 videodisc (57min.)

Ten years after Brown: the court and the schools1964
Series Civil rights movement, primary sources
The 1954 Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka
ruling made it clear that segregation would not be
tolerated and that states must comply with federal
law--but it would not be easy. DVD. Films for the
Humanities & Sciences, 2002. 1 videodisc (58
min.)

Black power, white backlash, 1966
Series Civil rights movement, primary sources
In this program, filmed in 1966, Mike Wallace
explores public sentiment during that turbulent
period by assessing the attitudes, opinions, and
reactions on both sides of the color line. interviews
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with Martin Luther King, Stokely Carmichael, Daniel
Watts, Adam Clayton Powell, and others capture
the fervor of those days, as major figures of the
movement discuss economic power, fair housing,
nonviolence, and the tensions in Cicero, Illinois, the
Selma of the North. DVD.: Films for the Humanities
& Sciences, 2002. 1 videodisc (56min.) :

Color line on campus 1963
Series Civil rights movement: Primary sources.
For the most U.S. colleges today, racial diversity is
a goal--but almost nine years after the Brown
decision, it was quite another story. Relevant to
recent challenges to affirmative action, this 1963
program features interviews with James Meredith
and other African-American students who broke
ground--and tradition--at universities in the South.
Faced with attitudes raging from passive tolerance
to violent rejection, each had achieved enrollment,
but not acceptance. JFK's stance on desegregation
and inquiries into the role of the NAACP broaden
the program's historical context. DVD.Films for the
Humanities & Sciences, 2002. 1 videodisc (30
min.)
Civil rights
United States History Origins to 2000 v.22
Summary Discusses the push for equality in
American Society by ethnic groups, women, and
the disabled. (The roots of the civil rights
movement -- Civil rights laws -- Black power -- A
loss of leadership -- Cesar Chavez and the NFWA - American Indian movement -- Asian American
rights -- Gender & sexuality issues -- Rights of the
disabled.) VHS. Schlessinger Media, 2001. 1
videocassette (23 min.)

DVD 973.9 COL

VT 323.1 CIV;
VT 323.173 CIV

Segregation, Northern-style 1964
This 1964 program, Mike Wallace reveals the
fallacies, attitudes, and weak legislation that
contributed to de facto segregation in the North
while tracking the unsuccessful campaign of a
middle-class black family to buy an upscale home
in New Jersey. DVD.Films for the Humanities &
Sciences, 2002. 1 videodisc :

DVD 973.9 SEG

Half the people : Women unite and fight for
equality.
Series People's century: Ordinary people,
extraordinary times
By the late 1960's, women challenged every facet
of male dominance in American society. Marches,
walkouts. boycotts. bra-burnings, lawsuits and
anthems helped women unite against
discrimination and ultimately achieve equal rights.
Rosie the Riveter -- Roe v. Wade -- Betty Friedan's
The feminine Mystique -- NOW -- Abortion and
divorce reform -- ERA -- "I am women" -- Civil rights
-- Women and Islam. Narrator, John Forsythe.
WGBH Boston Video, 1999. 1 videocassette (60
min.)

VT 305.42 HAL
Safari Montage
http://econtent.bucksiu.org/SAF
ARI/montage/login.php?fromlog
outlink=true&login

Malcolm X
Story of Malcolm X as he rises up from poverty,
encounters the law, achieves spiritual
enlightenment, and reaches out to others in the
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fight for human and civil rights. Based on the
autobiography of Malcolm X as told to Alex
Haley.Originally released as a motion picture in
1992. Denzel Washington, Angela Bassett, Albert
Hall, Al Freeman, Jr., Delroy Lindo, Spike Lee.
MPAA rating: PG-13 : Warner Home Video, [1993]
2 videocassettes (201 min.)
Malcolm X : a search for identity
Series Biolography Men of distinction series
Biography A & E Home Video
Through interviews, photos, and film footage, a
look at the life of Malcolm X from his childhood, to
his prison conversion, his rise to prominence with
the Nation of Islam, and assassination. Originally
broadcast as a segment of the television program
Biography. VHS. ABC News, 1995. 1
videocassette (50 min.)
Malcolm X (27:32)
Archival footage traces the life of this historic figure,
whom some saw as a visionary and some saw as
an advocate of violence. Born Malcolm Little in
Omaha, Nebraska in 1925, Malcolm, like his father,
taught racial pride and black separation from
whites, and like other political assassinations of the
'60s, his death shook the nation. Showing that
great leaders often rise from struggle, the program
details how in his troubled youth, Malcolm became
involved with drugs and crime, was convicted of
burglary and sent to prison in 1946. This volatile
start led to his study of the teachings of Elijah
Mohammed; he carried the message of Islam and
black pride to others when he was paroled in 1952.
This program also illustrates how political turmoil
within the black Islamic movement led to Malcolm's
assassination. Grade(s) : 6-8
© 1993
Aims
Multimedia This video contains 8 segments
Malcolm X
Format: WMV Schlessinger
Running Time: 31 min 31 sec
Grades: 5 to Adult
(1925-1965) This program presents the turbulent
life of black leader Malcolm X. One of the most
controversial figures of the 20th Century.
Out of the past the struggle for gay & lesbian rights
in America
Struggles and triumphs of Henry Gerber and
stories of civil rights activist Bayard Rustin and
others as told through the eyes a 17-year-old girl.
Profiles her history making experience of forming a
Gay Straight Alliance in a the public school.
Narrator: Linda Hunt ; Voices: Gwyneth Paltrow, Ed
Norton, Stephen Spinella, Cherry Jones.
DVD.Home Entertainment, 2004. 1 digital
recording (70 min.)
A place at the table : struggles for equality in
America
Using historical photos and archival and
contemporary film footage, the story is told of our
nation's struggle to ensure liberty and justice for all.
This video is narrated entirely by young people who
share stories of their families' experiences in the
ongoing struggle -- from the survival of slavery and
cultural genocide to the challenge of finding a place
in today's puralistic society. Notes Includes book,
"A Place at the Table: Struggles for Equality", and a

VT B MAL
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teachers guide with 13 detailed lesson plans.VHS.:
Teaching Tolerance, 2000. 1 videocassette :

VT 335.43 CON
Cold War confrontations: Asia,
Latin America, and Europe

Confronting Communism: And the walls came
tumbling down.
From the rise of Lenin to the fall of the Berlin wall,
the 20th century witnessed the birth and death of
the Soviet Union. This ABC News program
anchored by Peter Jennings confronts the impact of
Bolshevism, from the Russian Revolution to the
Cold War, featuring the spread of Communism to
China, the Korean War, the Berlin Airlift,
McCarthyism, the Hungarian uprising, Sputnik, the
Cuban Missle Crisis, the Vietnam War, glasnost
and perestroika, and the raising of the Iron Curtain.
An ABC News program with Peter Jennings
produced in 1999. VHS format.Films for the
Humanities & Sciences c2000. 1 videocassette (61
min.)
VT 973.922 THI
Thirteen days in October: Cuban missile crisis.
Personal interviews and historical footage tell the
story of the Cuban Missile Crisis. From the first spy
plan photos to the ultimate nuclear standoff, you
will understand the most frightening episode in
modern history as never before. Goldhil Video,
2000. 1 videocassette (90 min.)
Guerrilla wars :] Cuba, Vietnam and Afghanistan.
Series People's century: ordinary people,
extraordinary times
This program tracks the building tension between
the U.S. and the Soviet Union from the late 1940's
through the early 1960's. Important events of the
period are the meeting on the Elbe, propaganda
wars, NATO, the Berlin blockade, and the
Hungarian uprising. Boston, MA : WGBH
Educational Foundation, and the BBC, 1998. 1
videocassette (60 min.)
A Nation Torn (27:15)
Depicts domestic and international affairs that
transpired during the 1960s. Beginning with the
presidency of John F. Kennedy, the program
examines the factors involved in the Cuban missile
crisis, including Cuban exiles landing at the Bay of
Pigs, the leadership of Soviet premier Nikita
Khrushchev, the threat of nuclear weapons, and
the conflict over Berlin. The program examines the
Vietnam War under the leadership of Kennedy and
Johnson, covering such topics as the leadership of
Ngo Dinh Diem, the division at the seventeenth
parallel, the demonstrations in Saigon, the efforts of
U.S. ambassador Henry Cabot Lodge Jr., the Gulf
of Tonkin incident, and the Tet offensive. Illustrating
the wedge created between the American people
and their government as shown through student
antiwar demonstrations and draft avoidance, the
presentation notes how the final years of the 1960s
brought about major riots, violence, and racial
tensions that resulted in the assassinations of
Martin Luther King, Jr., and Bobby Kennedy.
National guard troops deployed to protect the White
House and the outbreak of violence at the
Democratic National Convention held in Chicago
are two major events probed in particular.Grade(s)
: 6-8, 9-12
© 2004
Intelecom
This video
contains 4 segments
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Beginning of Détente

The antiwar movement and the
counterculture

Powerplay: End of an Empire
In the midst of the trauma of the Vietnam War, a
U.S. diplomatic strategy evolves that begins the
unraveling of the Soviet Empire. This program on
the Cold War of the 1970s and 80s, hosted by
David Frost and featuring historian Michael
Beschloss, focuses on such key events and tactics
as détente, the manipulations that sparked Middle
East tensions between Soviet-supported Egypt and
American-backed Israel, Nixon’s historic trip to
China, the SALT talks, the "dirty little wars" in
Central America, the Reagan Revolution and his
Strategic Defense Initiative, the fall of the Berlin
Wall, "perestroika" and "glasnost," and the ultimate
collapse of the Soviet Union. Exclusive Frost
interviews with Margaret Thatcher, Norman
Schwarzkopf, Mikhail Gorbachev, Presidents
Carter, Reagan, and Bush, and others, along with
the use of previously classified U.S. and Russian
documents, bring the story of the last decades of
the Cold War to life. (50 minutes)
DVD-R $149.95
Young blood : baby boomers rock society for
change.
Series People's century: Ordinary people,
extraordinary times People's century
Rebellion, riots, rock 'n roll, assasination,
interrogation, and a new generation questioning the
Establishment. Vietnam -- Haight/Ashbury -- LOveins -- Assassinations of Martin Luther King, Jr. and
Robert F. Kennedy -- Drug culture -- Student
protests -- Anti-war movement -- Rock and roll -Woodstock -- Hippies -- "No Nukes" campaign.
Narrator, John Forsythe. VHS.: WGBH Boston
Video, 1999. 1 videocassette (60 min.)
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VT 940.5 HIS
History of the 20th Century 1965-1969.
History of the 20th Century v. VIII History of the
20th century ; v. 8.
Summary Using newsreels, documentary films and
still photographs, this video documents the major
events of the 20th Century. Nixon and Agnew win
a close election -- Protestors fight the war at home
-- Violence rocks the 1968 Democratic Convention
-- An assassin's bullet kills Martin Luther King, Jr. -More people try LSD -- The Apollo 11 crew lands
on the moon. VHS.ABC Video Enterprise, 1980. 1
videocassette (60 min.)
VT 959.704 VIE
Vietnam
Series Ordinary Americans
Vietnamese Conflict, 1961-1975--Protest
movements. VHS.: Close Up Publishing, 1998. 1
videocassette (35 min.)
The Vietnam War
Series United States history, origins to 2000 ; v. 23
Summary Examines the people, places and events
synonymous with the war. Archive footage and
interviews included.
Subject 1. United States--history. 2. Vietnamese
conflict--1961-1975--United States.
Notes History of American Involvement, French
Colonial Vietnam, the fall of Saigon, Gulf of Tonkin,
Jet Offensive, the domino theory to the anti-war
movement. Schlessinger Media, 2001. (23 min.)
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Archives of War: The Vietnam War (1:33:23)
This two-part video series about the Vietnam War
begins with the French war against the Viet Minh in
Indochina and the defeat and expulsion of French
troops and government. It continues with the
partition of Viet Nam into North and South and
examines the involvement of the United States in
South Vietnam's struggles against the North
Vietnamese and Viet Cong. The series culminates
with the death of Ho Chi Minh and the still
continuing war in Southeast Asia.Grade(s) : 6-8, 912 © 2004
This video contains 47 segments

Vietnam- A Television History: Homefront USA
Format: WMV WGBH
Running Time: 54 min 42 sec
Grades: 9 to Adult
Through troubled years of controversy and
violence, U.S. casualties mounted, victory
remained elusive and American opinion moved
from general approval of to general dissatisfaction
with the Vietnam war.
My generation
Series The history of rock 'n' roll; 6.
This program recounts the rise and fall of rock's
counterculture in the late 1960's, and includes
footage of the Grateful Dead, Santana, Janis
Joplin, Jimi Hendrix, Big Brother and the Holding
Company, and others. VHS.Time-Life Video &
Television 1995. 1 videocassette(60 min.)

Politics and Economics at the
End of the Twentieth Century
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1965–1970: Unpinned
Riots and protests intensified in the U.S. as the war
in Vietnam dragged on, with anti-war and civil rights
activists seeking violent ways to agitate for peace
and equality. This ABC News program anchored by
Peter Jennings presents the unrelenting rage that
divided the nation during those perilous years, as
the Watts race riots, the assassinations of Martin
Luther King and Robert Kennedy, and the Kent
State killings made headline news. (46 minutes)

DVD 973.923 CEN

American History: Social Activism in the United
States (56:00)
Discover how ordinary citizens fought against
segregation and how freedom finally overcame
bigotry. Follow the United States' involvement in
the Vietnam War and the subsequent backlash.
And explore how events of the 1960s and '70s
shaped American lives. Grade(s) : 9-12 © 2005
Discovery Channel School
This video contains
11 segments
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People's century 1999 Fast Forward
Series People's Century 1900-1999. 26.
A socio-political history of the 20th century
described by some of the people who lived through
the events which
As communication and business cross national
boundaries as never before, global politics are
increasingly driven by global economics, and the
power of free markets and new technologies are
transforming people's lives the world over. But the
aggressive reach of global capitalism has created
new tensions and uncertainties. Who will be the
winners and losers in the New World Order? Will
the popular advances of this most turbulent century
be swept away in the next? Can the world's new
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democracies and "people power" survive?
Videocassette release of a 1997 television
production. PBS Video, 1998. 1 videocassette
(approx. 60 min.):

The election of 1968 and the
"Silent Majority"

Nixon's challenges: Vietnam,
China, Watergate

History of the 20th Century 1965-1969.
v. 8.
Using newsreels, documentary films and still
photographs, this video documents the major
events of the 20th Century. Notes Nixon and
Agnew win a close election -- Protestors fight the
war at home -- Violence rocks the 1968 Democratic
Convention -- An assassin's bullet kills Martin
Luther King, Jr. -- More people try LSD -- The
Apollo 11 crew lands on the moon. VHS. ABC
Video Enterprise, 1980. 1 videocassette (60 min.)

VT 940.5 HIS

U.S. Politics 1960-1980
Format: WMV Schlessinger
Running Time: 26 min 16 sec
Grades: 5 to 12
From the escalating events of the Cold War to the
unease surrounding Vietnam and the Watergate
scandal, the period between 1960 to 1980.
Nixon : The Quest. The Triumph. The Fall.
he American Experience 3
Covers the span of Richard M. Nixon's political life
from his early political career to his resignation from
the presidency.
1990. PBS Video, 1990. 3
videocassettes (174 min.)
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Vietnam: the ten thousand day war :Peace,
surrender, home: with honor?
Series Vietnam, the ten thousand day war ; v. 6
VHS.: Bonneville Worldwide Entertainment Video,
1998. 1 videocassette (98 min.) :

The Turbulent end to a tragic war : [America's final
hours in Vietnam / ABC News, Series Great TV
news stories
A television news compilation of the events in
March and April of 1975 that lead to the final
collapse of the U.S.-backed government of South
Vietnam. VHS.: MPI Home Video, 1989. 1
videocassette (60 min.)

Dark days at the White House the Watergate
scandal and the resignation of President Richard
M. Nixon ABC News, Inc. ;
Series Great TV news stories A television news
compilation of events leading up to and including
Nixon's resignation speech, covering both political
campaigns and inaugurations. : MPI Home Video,
1989. 1 videocassette (60 min.) :
The Century: America's time. Approaching the
Apocalypse
ABC News.;
This program, discussing the war in Vietnam and
the Watergate scandal, appraises the effects of
those blights on the political landscape and their
impact on the trust between the government and
the governed. VHS.: Films for the Humanities,
1999. 1 videocassette (45 min.)
Commander in Chief: Richard Nixon (51:45)
Get insight into the Presidency of Richard Milhous
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Nixon. How did he contend with the Vietnam War
and a divided American public? Inspect Nixon’s
tactics to bring about peace both at home and
abroad. What was the Watergate scandal really
about? Probe the reasons Nixon was forced to
resign as the 27th United States president.
Produced by Discovery Channel School. Grade(s) :
9-12
© 2001 Discovery Channel School
This video contains 13 segments
Nixon: His Politics and the Presidency (48:15)
Utilizing film clips and photographs of the era, this
program traces Richard Nixon's political career
from his 1952 election as Eisenhower's vice
president, to his own presidency and finally his
resignation in 1974.Grade(s) : 6-8
© 1997
Aims Multimedia
This video contains 17
segments
Crisis of Authority (27:15)
Documents the foreign and domestic policies
enacted during the presidency of Richard Nixon
and the negotiations led by Henry Kissinger. The
program examines Nixon's strategies in Vietnam,
focusing on the Christmas bombings,
Vietnamization, the fall of Saigon, the signing of the
Paris Peace Accords, and anti-war protests at Kent
State and Jackson State universities. Showing how
Nixon concentrated on relations with China and
established détente with the Soviet Union, the
presentation notes how, simultaneously, Kissinger
negotiated an end to fighting in the Middle East and
practiced shuttle diplomacy, working out a
separation agreement between Israel and Egypt
and Israel and Syria. Touching on the American
economy, the program highlights the effects of the
OPEC boycott, end of the Bretton Woods System,
and the Smithsonian Agreement. The program
wraps up with a look at the Watergate scandal,
including Nixon's impeachment trial and
resignation.Grade(s) : 6-8, 9-12
© 2004
Intelecom
This video contains 6 segments
Watergate (52:00)
A burglary investigation of the Democratic National
Headquarters in Washington, DC, leads to the
resignation of President Richard M. Nixon. Thirty
years later, the Watergate scandal fascinates
investigators, students, and others in search of the
identity of the informant known as Deep Throat, as
well as the missing eighteen and one-half minutes
of Nixon’s secret tapes. Learn the details and
consequences of one of the greatest political
blunders in our country’s history. Produced by
Discovery Channel School. Grade(s) : 9-12, PostSecondary, Adult © 2003
Discovery Channel
School
This video contains 14 segments

Vietnam War (30:58)
Provides a comprehensive overview of the Vietnam
War. The program chronicles the significant events
of the war, looking specifically at Ho Chi Minhs rise
to power and the spread of communism, and
recounts a broad scope of relevant events: the tet
offensive, the Democratic National Convention, and
the Christmas bombings. Discussing the
importance of such central figures as Richard
Nixon, Lyndon Johnson, and Emperor Bao Dai, the
presentation closes with a series of twenty multiple-
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choice comprehension questions focusing on the
Viet Cong, the Gulf of Tonkin Resolution, and the
Ho Chi Minh trail.Grade(s) : 6-8, 9-12
© 2001
Teacher's Video
This video contains 6
segments

Changes in the American
economy: the energy crisis,
deindustrialization, and the
service economy

The New Right and the Reagan
revolution
End of the Cold War

The Century America's time. A new world. ABC
News.;
This program takes a look at the details and the
aftershocks both of the dissolution of the Soviet
Union and of the yuppie capitalism that threatened
to push the limits of the American economy too far.
VHS.Princeton, N.J. : Films for the Humanities,
1999. 1 videocassette (43 min.)

VT 973.927 Cen

U.S. Politics 1980-2000.
Series United States History: Origins world war II ;
v. 26
Notes End of the Cold War -- U.S. involvement in
the Persian Gulf -- Impeachment of a sitting
president -- Reagan's opposition to the Soviet
Union's "Evil Empire" -- Constroversial presidential
election of 2000.VHS.: Schlessinger Video
Company, 2002. 1 videocassette (35 min.)

VT 913.9 USP

Ronald Reagan, parts 1, 2, 3, 4
Series The American experience.
When he left the White House in 1989, Ronald
Reagan was one of the most popular presidents of
the century,. was consistently underestimated by
his opponents,. negotiated deep cuts in nuclear
weapons and resolved to end the Cold War. PBS
Video, 1998. 4 videocassette (75 min. each)
History of the 80's (10 cassettes)
Series The History of the 80's. History of the 80's.
Join ABC News on a voyage through one of the
most turbulent and perhaps the most provocative
decade in the 20th century. "The history of the
eighties" is a dramatic and enlightening ten volume
set which revisits the events, places and profiles
that created headlines and shaped history. Topics
included on each cassette are World events,
people, entertainment, sports, science and
technology.
Notes release of hostages- Reagan inauguratedAssassinations attempts of Reagan & Pope John
Paul II- Charles and Diana's wedding- AIDS- Sadat
assassination-: ABC News, 1991 (75 min. each)
ABC News The Cold War Part 4: The Fall of
Communism
Format: WMV Disney
Running Time: 19 min 15 sec
Grades: 7 to Adult
In this live-action documentary, students will see
how the limitations of diplomacy and arms control
were evident
Decisions That Shook the World: Ronald Reagan
and the Cold War (33:17)
Since the dawn of the nuclear age, the United
States and the Soviet Union had been locked in an
escalating power struggle. Examine how Ronald
Reagan assumed the presidency determined to
take a radically different and potentially dangerous
approach to foreign affairs that would bring down
the "Evil Empire." The program, narrated by
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Morgan Freeman, also includes historical speeches
and interviews with Secretary of State George
Schultz, Senator Sam Nunn, and presidential aid
Michael Deaver. Grade(s) : 9-12
© 2004
Discovery Education This video contains 11
segments
Right Turn (27:15)
Tracks the rightward shift that characterized
American politics in the 1980s and 1990s. This
program examines the presidencies of Gerald Ford,
Jimmy Carter, Ronald reagan, and George H. W.
Bush, analyzing the world events and cultural
changes that defined their terms in office. The
program discusses the political impact of such
events as the Watergate scandal, the Iran hostage
crisis, the Iran-Contra Affair, the end of the Cold
War, and the Gulf War, noting the contributions of
individuals like Henry Kissinger, Mikhail
Gorbachev, and Margaret Thatcher. With focus on
emerging political trends, this program provides a
concise survey of late twentieth-century United
States history. Grade(s) : 9-12
© 2004
Intelecom
This video contains 8 segments

The Cold War Thaws (1970-1993) (18:32)
This program documents the easing of U.S.-Soviet
relations during the latter part of the Cold War,
major events in the terms of Presidents Nixon,
Ford, Carter, reagan, Bush, and Clinton, as well as
the Gulf War of 1990-91, and the 1992-93 United
Nations/U.S. peace-keeping mission to Somalia. A
compelling visual component for American History
units on reasons for the Western victory in the Cold
War and challenges of the changing relationships
among nations; causes and consequences of the
Gulf War; significant political leaders and their
contributions. Grade(s) : 6-8
© 1996
Aims
Multimedia
This video contains 9 segments
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Society and Culture at the End
of the Twentieth Century
Demographic changes: surge of
immigration after 1965, Sunbelt
migration, and the graying of
America

Immigration & cultural change
"Old and "new' immigration -- The world of the
immigrants -- A new working class, the limits of
mobility and ethnic diversity -- The chinese
Exclusion Act -- New forms of leisure and mass
entertainment -- The American Dream.
VHS. Schlessinger Video Productions, 1996. 1
videocassette (35 min.)
The New Americans
Follow a diverse group of immigrants and refugees
as they leave their home and families behind and
learn what it means to be new Americans in the
21st century. PBS. 3 DVDs each 60 minutes.
The Open Road: America Looks at Aging
America's "baby boomers," much studied and
remarkably diverse, are fast nearing retirement
age. So what's in store for nearly 80 million
individuals nearing the "third stage" of modern life?
Nina Gilden Seavey's insightful documentary
examines the obstacles and opportunities ahead
and important social, economic, and cultural issues
in this historic demographic shift. Narrated by
Michelle Norris. 60 minutes on 1 Disc
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mass communication, and
computers
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Wage Slaves: Not Getting By In America DVD
They struggle to make ends meet, holding down
jobs that pay $6 or $7 an hour. They are the
"working poor," there are millions of them, and their
plight is unfamiliar to most people fortunate enough
not to experience it for themselves.
This eye-opening, two-hour INVESTIGATIVE
REPORTSTM shows what it is like to work full time
and remain forever hovering near the poverty line.
1 DVD(s) / 100 Minutes

DVD 305.569 WAG

Rise & Fall: Population, Urbanization, &
Environment (27:18)
Analyzes the effects changes in population,
urbanization, and the environment have on various
regions of the world and considers how these
factors are related. Using Fresno, California, as an
example, the program discusses the problems
traditional cities face including poverty, pollution,
class and racial conflicts, and resource depletion.
The program explores the migration of many from
the city into neighboring suburbs and the growth of
sunbelt cities, areas once uninhabitable due to the
climate and now habitable through such
technologies as irrigation and air conditioning. As
many cities face uncertainty about the future, the
program seeks out citizens who share thoughts and
feelings of pride for their homes.Grade(s) : 6-8, 912
© 2005
Intelecom
This video
contains 5 segments
Mass Communication, Part 2 Toward a global
village.
Series Paths to power: an educator's guide to the
century
With the advent of affordable television sets, the
influence of the media on American life
mushroomed, all to frequently blurring the line
between advertising and information, fiction and
fact. This ABC News program abchored by Peter
Jennings focuses on the way in which both the
silver screen and the television screen have
reflected America's national culture and even
shaped the country's perception of events during
the turbulent decades of the latter half of the 20th
century. VHS format. Films for the Humanities &
Sciences 2000. 1 videocassette (32 min.)
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Science and technology : 100 years of progress.
Series Paths to Power, An American Educator's
Guide to the Century
Examines the impact of the 20th Century's pivotal
scientific and technological advances: Spirit of St.
Louis, Challenger explosion, nuclear fission, Three
Mile Island, polio cure, search for AIDS vaccine,
Love Canal, 1939 World's Fair, computer
revolution. VHS.Films for the Humanities and
Sciences, 2000. 1 videocassette (42 min.)

VT 509 SCI

Global Science & Technology Issues
Advances in science and technology have
transformed the lives of people all over the world.
However, billions of people in the developing world
do not have access to even the basics of
technology, which contributes heavily to
malnourishment, disease and political instability.
Also, because of the growing "digital divide," many
people are in danger of literally being cut off from
the rest of the world. This show addresses the
benefits and drawbacks associated with information
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technologies and smart weapons, explores the
hopes and fears surrounding the development of
genetically modified foods, and helps students
understand the debate over lowering the cost of
life-saving pharmaceuticals for the world's poor.
Part of the multivolume Global Issues for Students
DVD Series. A Teacher's Guide is included and
available online. 23 minutes

Politics in a multicultural society

U.S. Politics 1980-2000.
United States History: Origins world war II ; v. 26
End of the Cold War -- U.S. involvement in the
Persian Gulf -- Impeachment of a sitting president - Reagan's opposition to the Soviet Union's "Evil
Empire" -- Constroversial presidential election of
2000. VHS.: Schlessinger Video Company, 2002.
1 videocassette (35 min.)
Multicultural Understanding
Stress the importance of sharing and
understanding in a multicultural society. This
program reinforces the idea that America's culture
is unique because people from every corner of the
globe have contributed to it. Viewers learn that as
citizens of the United States, they must be ready to
ebrace diversity and celebrate the richness it brings
to culture. Teach students that tolerance and
acceptance must be America's goal for the 21st
century. DVD Copyright 2004 20 min
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The United States in the PostCold War World
Globalization and the American
economy

Unilateralism vs. multilateralism in
foreign policy

Global Economic Issues
A major aspect of globalization is the increased
interconnectedness of the world economy. Thanks
to transportation and communications technologies,
trillions of dollars worth of currencies, goods and
services flash across the world each day. Free
trade advocates stress that nations, which have
embraced global trade policies, have benefited
tremendously. However, "fair traders" say that the
rules of the global economy are unfair and that only
a few benefit, causing an increased gap between
rich and poor. Global Economic Issues explores the
early wave of globalization, explains the post-World
War II trend toward increased government control
of the economy and examines issues associated
with the recent wave of economic globalization.
23 minutes

U.S. Foreign Policy
In U.S. Foreign Policy, students will examine the
unique position that the United States occupies in
the world, focusing on how what America says and
does has an enormous impact both within the
nation and on other countries around the world.
Examine the president's role as the chief policy
maker in the country and the varied departments
that help accomplish the goals set by each
administration. Review important events in the
history of U.S. foreign policy development and the
role that diplomacy played in resolving conflicts,
and discover the often overlooked impact of
everyday citizens in shaping foreign policy. Part of
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the United States Government DVD Series. A
teacher's guide is included and is available online.

Domestic and foreign terrorism

9-11: Looking back ...Moving forward.
Series In The Mix.
Facts about the September 11 events. About the
dangers of stereotyping by religion or appearance-and how it undermines American principles.
Common concerns such as safety and how their
everyday lives might be affected in the future.
VHS. Castle Works1 videocassette (30 min.)
The bombing of America
Series The science of crime v.3 Science of crime ;
v. 3.
Profiles several bombing incidents in the United
Stats; Unabomber, World Trade Center, etc. Shows
how VHS. WGBH Educational Foundation, 1996. 1
videocassette (60 min.)
ABC News Fundamentalism and Terrorism Part 5:
Terrorism in the United States
Format: WMV Disney
Running Time: 23 min 50 sec
Grades: 7 to Adult
This live-action documentary explores the history
of terrorism within the U.S., from Ku Klux Klan
lynchings to the Oklahoma City Bombing.
Terrorism in Our World DVD Series
Terrorism in Our World is a unique four-part series
for secondary students that addresses the origins
of terrorism, identifies the most influential terrorist
acts in history and attempts to answer the
questions on everyone's mind today: Why was
America the target of international terrorists, and
how can another attack like September 11th be
prevented? This exceptional series utilizes archival
news footage and interviews with experts in the
field to help young people understand the history of
terrorism. It addresses what causes terrorism and
what some of its effects are on governments and
societies, and ways that countries around the world
are attempting to thwart terrorism in the 21st
century, while also empowering students by
increasing their knowledge and awareness of this
complex and dangerous phenomenon. Teacher's
Guides are included and available online.
Titles in this series: History of Terrorism
Preventing Terrorism
Terrorism & the U.S.,
Understanding Terrorism

Environmental issues in a global
context

Global environmental issues
Series Global issues for students ; 4
Examines the positive and negative effects of
industrialization and how international efforts such
as the Kyoto Treaty are attempting to manage
economic development in order to protect the
environment. Schlessinger Media, c2004. e (ca. 23
min.)
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